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ABSTRACT 

As conventional oil reserves are being depleted, methods of producing lighter 

molecular weight fractions from heavier reserves are required. Traditionally, circulating 

fluidized bed riser reactors have been used in short residence time thermal cracking 

processes, to produce gasoline from gas oil. In these reactors both the gas and solid flow 

upwards against gravity. However, problems associated with back mixing due to the 

non-uniform distribution of gas and solids result. In thermal cracking reactions, a 

uniform gas and solids distribution is required to prevent over-cracking to undesired 

products. Recent studies have shown that many of the disadvantages experienced in a 

riser reactor can be eliminated in a downer reactor. 

A 2.54 cm ID cold flow downer has been constructed. The hydrodynamics of the 

downer, upper standpipe and solids feeder were investigated. The downer solids fluxes 

achieved in this work range from 110 to 235 kg/(m2-s) and the downer superficial gas 

velocities ranged from 0.96 to 2.21 m/s. A preliminary set of hydrodynamics 

experiments were conducted to evaluate the potential of using a standpipe situated above 

the downer as a regenerator for a heavy oil upgrading application. A tracer study in 

which CO2 was injected into the upper standpipe was conducted to determine the gas 

distribution in the upper standpipe. 

A cold flow hydrodynamic model for the downer was developed. Gas and solids 

continuity and momentum balances were used to model the following axial profiles along 

the downer: solids velocity, gas velocity, gas void fraction, and pressure. Using well-

known correlations from the literature, a predictive model for the upper standpipe and 
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solids feeder was also developed. The model developed in this work can be applied to 

the scale-up of industrial reactors if the limitations of the model are taken into account. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

1 

1.1 Introduction 

There is a large demand for transportation fuel due to the highly commercialized 

society in which we live. However, there is a limited supply of naturally occurring 

conventional crude oil reserves available for production. Due to the decline in 

conventional oil production, there will be an increase in production of heavy oils and 

bitumens. However, bitumen requires significant processing before it is sent to a refinery 

and the development of this resource is costly. Bitumen is viscous and hydrogen 

deficient compared to conventional crude oil. During upgrading, bitumen is converted 

from a tar-like material that is high in sulfur and heavy metals into a high quality 

synthetic crude oil. In 1999, crude oil derived from oil sands mining contributed 51,500 

m Id to Canada's production, and by 2015, oil sands mining derived production is 

expected to reach 158,000 m3/d (Government of Canada, 2000). 

For many years, the conversion of bitumen into usable products was 

accomplished by adjusting the hydrogen to carbon ratio: by removing large amounts of 

coke through fluid coking and delayed coking processes or through the addition of 

hydrogen in hydrocracking processes. Due to the advances in reaction engineering 

technology over the past 40 years, refineries are shifting towards combining hydro-

cracking processes with their existing carbon rejection processes. Traditionally 

hydrocracking is complex and expensive and the equipment used must withstand severe 

operating conditions. Therefore, this technology is primarily suited for large, central 



2 
upgrading facilities. Although carbon rejection processes cannot convert the bitumen to 

synthetic crude in the same extent as hydrocracking, carbon rejection processes are 

economically viable at smaller scale operations. The shift in refinery processes is 

towards higher temperature and lower residence time operations. Shorter residence time 

reactions lead to smaller reactor sizes and thus lower capital cost. As well, product yields 

can be improved with higher temperature and lower residence time reactions in complex 

reaction networks. 

In Alberta, bitumen is deposited in oil sands, which cover vast geographical areas. 

It is unlikely that the production rate from these deposits is large enough to merit a 

central, large scale upgrading facility. Bitumen cannot be easily transported in a pipeline 

due to its high viscosity. Since the oil sand deposits are vast, the success of producing 

the deposits lies in the development of a small scale upgrading facility. In this facility, 

the bitumen can be partially upgraded into synthetic crude before being pipelined to an 

existing larger scale refinery for further processing. Most likely the smaller scale 

regional upgrader will rely on carbon rejection processes due to the economics. 

Two carbon rejection processes are currently being used in commercial 

applications, fluid coking and delayed coking. Three distinct product fractions are 

formed in these processes: light gases, liquids, and coke. Synthetic crude is made from 

the liquid fraction, and thus, this product is the most important one. The coke fraction is 

unavoidable as the removal of carbon is essential to the process. As the production of 

light gases reduces the production of liquids, light gases are therefore an undesirable by

product. Longer residence time reactors result in the thermal degradation of liquids to 
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light gases and coke. Therefore, a reactor in which the liquids can be rapidly and 

selectively removed is desired in the upgrading process. 

Circulating fluidized bed risers, which have both the gas and solids flow co-

currently upwards, have been used in thermal cracking as well as catalytic cracking 

applications. These reactors have short gas-solid contacting times and can achieve high 

throughputs of gases and solids. These reactors are heat and mass transfer efficient. 

However, problems associated with backmixing occur because the flow is opposed by 

gravity resulting in non-uniform gas and solids distributions. Recently researchers have 

shown that many of the disadvantages experienced in the riser reactor can be eliminated 

in a circulating fluidized downer reactor, where both gas and solids flow co-currently 

with gravity. Having both the gas and solids flowing downward leads to more uniform 

flow. The downer reactor seems like an ideal alternative for thermal cracking reactions 

where uniform flow conditions are required to improve product selectivity. 

Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC), used to produce gasoline from gas oil, is one of 

the most successful applications of using a riser reactor. An atomized stream of liquid 

gas-oil droplets are contacted with hot catalyst particles (particle diameter is typically less 

than 100 um) in a FCC riser. The droplets are rapidly vaporized and the gas-solids 

mixture then travels up the riser. The hydrocarbon vapors continue to react with the 

catalyst to form light gases, gasoline, and coke. The product gases are separated from the 

coke covered catalyst particles at the riser exit. The catalyst is regenerated in a 

combustion chamber before being recycled back to the reactor. Radial non-uniformity 

and catalyst back mixing can lead to a reduction in gasoline yield. 
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The fluid coking process has many similarities to the FCC process. In fluid 

coking an atomized stream of bitumen droplets is sprayed into a bed of fluidized coke 

particles and a fluidizing medium. Commonly the fluidizing medium is steam as the 

steam provides the additional heat required for the thermal cracking reactions. In fluid 

coking, larger particles (approximate particle diameter of 500 urn) are required to ensure 

fast gas-solid separation at the exit of the reactor. However, larger particles require more 

steam to convey them up the riser and have a higher tendency for back mixing compared 

to smaller diameter particles that are commonly used in the FCC process. Since in a 

downer the flow is with gravity, higher fluxes with larger particles can be achieved in the 

reactor while minimizing the quantity of steam required for the reaction. As the reaction 

times in thermal cracking reactions have a magnitude of seconds and even milliseconds 

in some applications, very quick gas-solids separation at the reactor exit is required. Fast 

separation of the gas and solids phases is more easily achieved with larger particles 

compared to smaller ones. 

At the reactor exit, the lighter fractions of the bitumen are immediately vaporized 

and the remaining liquid fraction undergoes further thermal degradation producing 

distillable liquids, light gases, and coke. Over-conversion to light gases is also a 

considerable problem in fluid coking. If the downer is used as the reactor in the fluid 

coking process, hot coke particles would be uniformly distributed at the top and atomized 

bitumen would be sprayed onto the particles. The valuable distillate fraction would 

vaporize, travel down the reactor, and then be rapidly separated from the solids at the 

bottom of the reactor to avoid over-conversion to light gases. The non-volatile 

component of the bitumen would adhere to the solids leaving the downer. From here, the 
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solids would enter into a moving packed bed reactor where final conversion to distillate 

liquid products would occur. The success of the process relies on the rapid evaporation 

and removal of the low boiling fractions before over-conversion results. 

Kim and Seader (1983) conducted one of the early studies completed on the co-

current downflow of gas-solids suspensions. In the mid 1980's Texaco and Mobil 

(Niccum et al., 1985 and Gross and Ramage, 1983) patented the downer for FCC 

processes. They claim uniform distribution of the catalyst throughout the feed, decreased 

contact time between the catalyst and feed, and reduced amounts of coke formed Using 

gas oil as the feed, residence times can be reduced from about 5 seconds in a riser to 2 

seconds in a downer at otherwise identical conditions. The decrease in reactor residence 

time results in 20-30% less coke formation, about 20% less catalyst requirements for the 

same conversion, and 1% more gasoline yield. 

Beginning in the early 1990's, researchers at Tsinghua University (Bai et al., 

1991; Wang et a l , 1992; Cao et al., 1994; Wei et al., 1994; and Wei et al., 1995) 

completed some hydrodynamic studies on the downer. More recently, researchers at the 

Institut Francais du Petrole (Aubert et al., 1994) and the University of Western Ontario 

(Zhu et al., 1995; Herbert et al., 1998; Johnston et al., 1999; Ma et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 

1999; and Zhang et al., 2000) completed more work on the hydrodynamics. 

A typical downflow circulating fluidized bed reactor consists of the downer 

reactor, a gas-solids distributor region at the top of the downer, and a gas-solids 

separator. To circulate the solids to the top of the downer, a conventional riser is 

commonly used. Figure 1.1 shows the downflow circulating fluidized bed. To date in 

the cold flow hydrodynamic experimental work, the gas-solids distributor at the top of the 
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,, Downer 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a Typical Downflow Circulating Fluidized Bed (Zhu et al., 

1995) 
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downer is comprised of a bed maintained at minimum fluidization conditions in which 

the solids will then flow into the solids distributor feed tubes. Surrounding the solids 

feed tubes; gas is distributed with the solids into the downer. Researchers have studied 

the axial and radial hydrodynamics in downer diameters ranging from 0.05 to 0.14 m 

using particles having an average diameter ranging from 53 to 130 um. The solids 

circulation rates achieved in their work ranged from 50 to 200 kg/(m2-s). 
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1.2 Objectives 

Due to the potential industrial applications of using a downflow circulating 

fluidized bed reactor as a short contact time reactor for flash coking processes, a cold 

flow unit was constructed. The model unit can be used to provide the data essential for 

gaining a fundamental understanding of the downer hydrodynamics. Furthermore, the 

results of this work can lead to sizing a small, hot pilot plant unit. 

The objective of this work is to study the axial hydrodynamics in a 2.54 cm inner 

diameter (ID) downer using particles with an average diameter of 673 p.m. Large 

particles are used in this work as in thermal cracking reactions; large particles are 

required for the fast gas-solids separation needed at the reactor outlet. The solids and gas 

distribution system is comprised of a moving packed bed of solids situated above a radial 

gas distributor which pushes the gas and solids through orifices at the top of the downer. 

This is accomplished through a 0.20 m ED standpipe situated above the downer. The 

solids circulation rates achieved in this work range from 110 to 235 kg/(m2-s). The 

pressure profiles and solids mass flow within the system were measured. 

As this reactor configuration has industrial application potential for the cracking 

of hydrocarbons, the possibility of having the solids regenerator situated in the standpipe 

above the downer will be investigated. To regenerate solids in the standpipe, an 

additional gas stream is needed to "burn" the coke off the solids and partially oxidize the 

gas to carbon monoxide. For this, an additional distributor sparger is located in the upper 

standpipe. A preliminary set of hydrodynamic experiments was conducted with the 
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additional air stream (sparger) in the upper standpipe. To further understand the gas 

distribution in the upper standpipe, carbon dioxide tracer tests will be performed. 

A predictive model for the solids orifice region and upper standpipe is developed 

from correlations available in the literature. A one-dimensional model on the 

hydrodynamics in the downer is also developed. The modeling completed in this work 

provides a fundamental understanding on the hydrodynamics around part of the 

circulation loop in this reactor configuration. The modeling procedure can then be 

applied to the scale-up of larger reactor systems. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 

Following a review of the pertinent literature on downflow circulating fluidized 

beds (Chapter 2), the experimental apparatus and methods used in this work is outlined in 

Chapter 3. The results of the cold flow experiments are presented in Chapter 4. A 

predictive model is developed in Chapter 5 for predicting the hydrodynamics within the 

upper standpipe, orifices, and downer. From this work, the conclusions and 

recommendations are presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Over the past two decades considerable advances in circulating fluidized bed 

(CFB) technology have been made. One of the major driving forces behind CFB 

research has been the potential industrial application. Specifically, CFB reactors have 

shown many advantages in catalytic cracking reactions and in the combustion or 

pyrolysis of various fuels. CFB reactors operating in the fast fluidization or pneumatic 

transport regimes, have considerable advantages over the traditional bubbling bed where 

short contact time reactions are essential. The advantages include: 

• High gas-solids contact efficiency due to the elimination of bubbles, 

• High gas and solids throughputs, 

• Reduced axial dispersion of both the gas and solid phases. 

Traditionally, CFB reactors in which the gas and solids flow co-currently upwards 

(risers) against gravity have been used in many processes. Although these reactors are 

advantageous over the traditional bubbling beds, these reactors do suffer from some 

limitations when applied to short contact time reaction processes. Risers experience back 

mixing due to the non-uniform distribution of gas and solids as the flow is against 

gravity. As well, the hydrodynamics within the riser follow a core-annular flow 

mechanism. This results in reduced contacting between the gas and solids phases as flow 

segregation is enhanced. In pyrolysis reactions, where intimate contacting between the 

two phases is essential under time controlled conditions, the back mixing leads to over-

cracking and reduced selectivity. 
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In response to the disadvantages seen in the riser, a new type of gas-solids reactor in 

which the gas and solids flow co-currently downwards is becoming a focus for future 

CFB research. These research efforts are discussed in the following sections. 



Table 2.1: Summary of Experimental Work Performed on Downers by Various Researchers 

Downer 

Diameter 

(cm) 

Downer 

Length 

(m) 

Particle 

Diameter 

(Jim) 

Downer 

Superficial Gas 

Velocities (m/s) 

Downer 

Solids 

Fluxes 

(kg/(m2-s)) 

Research Institute/Publications 

14.0 5.8-7.6 53-59 2-10 5-180 Tsinghua University (Bai et al., 1991a,b; Wang et al., 

1992; Cao et a l , 1994; Wei et al., 1994; and Wei et al., 

1995) 

10.0 9.3 67 4-10 49-200 University of Western Ontario (Zhu et a l , 1995; Herbert et 

al., 1998; Johnston et al., 1999a,b; Ma et a l , 1999; Zhang 

et a l , 1999; and Zhang et al., 2000) 

15.0 8.6 60-130 2.5-7 30-100 University of Erlangen-Nuremberg Cauerstrasse (Lehner et 

al., 1999a,b) 

5.0 4.6 75 0.4-10 49-120 Institut Francais du Petrole (Aubert et al., 1994) 
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2.1 Downer 

Figure 1.1 shows a conventional apparatus for a downflow circulating fluidized 

bed reactor. A typical apparatus consists of a vertical column where the solids and gas 

flow co-currently down (downer), a gas and solids distributor/feeder at the top of the 

downer, and a gas and solids separator at the bottom of the downer and top of the 

circulating fluidizing unit. In order to circulate the solids back up to the top of the unit, a 

traditional riser in which the gas and solids flow co-currently upwards is normally used. 
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2.2 Distributor/Solids Feeder 

The gas and solids distributor plays an important role because the distribution of 

solids at the downer entrance is more important than in the riser. In downers both gravity 

and gas drag affect acceleration so the distribution of gas and solids is vital. In risers, 

solids acceleration relies solely on the gas drag so that uniform distribution of gas is more 

important. 

In the earlier work reported from Tsinghua University in China (Bai et al., 1991b 

and Wang et al., 1992), no specially designed distributor was reported. The solids appear 

to pass through a horizontal tube, which connects the downer to the riser, and then enter 

the downer. In the more recent work reported by the Tsinghua University (Wei et al., 

1994 and 1995) an additional distributor region at the top of the downer was used. Zhu et 

al. (1995) cited more detail on the distributor region in their review (see Figure 2.1). In 

this design the particles overflow from a bed of solids maintained at minimum 

fluidization conditions into solids feeder tubes. Secondary air is also added to the downer 

to provide additional gas flow. 

The design of the University of Western Ontario's distributor is similar in 

principle to that used by the Tsinghua University. The solids distributor has a small 

minimally fluidized bed from which particles fall down into the solids feed tubes (Zhang 

et al., 1999). The main downer air is introduced through a gas distribution plate as shown 

in Figure 2.2. The solids flow rates are not controlled by the solids feed tubes but instead 

by the riser. An increase in solids flux through the riser, increases the height of the 
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Figure 2.1: A Typical Gas-Solids Distributor for the Downer (Zhu et al., 1995) 
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Figure 2.2: ;-Solids Distributor from the University of Western Ontario (Zhang and 

Zhu, 2000) 
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fluidized bed within the distributor region and results in an increase in solids flux into 

the downer. 

Johnston et al. (1999a,b) studied the effect of different distributor designs on the 

flow development within the downer. In this work, they tested three different distributor 

designs by changing the diameter and position of the feed tubes. From their work, the 

design of the distributor does affect the flow characteristics in the entrance region of the 

downer. The influence of the distributor on the radial and axial hydrodynamic profiles 

within the downer can be carried into the developed region of flow. The optimal design 

should include the following characteristics (Johnston et al. 1999a,b): 

• Uniform gas distribution, 

• Pre-accelerated solids, 

• Maximum gas-solids contacting. 

An optimal distributor should have an even distribution of gas exiting from high velocity 

gas nozzles. The gas should impose a large momentum upon the solids. This should 

improve flow development and solids dispersion by maximizing solids acceleration and 

gas-solids mixing. Since densification of solids can sometime occur near the wall, the 

solids should be distributed through evenly spaced solids feed tubes positioned away 

from the wall. A distributor design employing the above characteristics will improve 

flow development and acceleration within the downer and will also lead to a uniform 

distribution of gas and solids throughout the cross-section of the downer. 

Lehner et al (1999a,b) conducted experiments on an 8.6 m tall downer with an 

inside diameter of 15.0 cm. The aim of their research was to determine the influence of 

their distributor on the flow conditions. The design of their distributor is also based on a 
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fluidized bed of solids flowing over a weir into the downer. The primary downer air is 

added through a tube that is located concentrically to the weir tube. The entrance 

conditions, characterized by random particle and gas velocities and particle suspension 

density, do influence the flow conditions. The difference in flow conditions can be seen 

as far as 4.0 m down the downer (i.e. 50% of the downer length). 

A preliminary conclusion from the work completed to date is that the distributor 

does have some effect on the radial and axial hydrodynamic profiles. Further work is 

needed to quantify the influence. 

It is extremely important in short residence time reactions that the solids and gas 

enter the reactor with a constant and uniform flow. Beyond minimum fluidization 

conditions, the height of the solids fluctuates and this could lead to oscillations in the 

overflow to the solids feed tubes. There are operational problems associated with the 

distributor configurations used by previous researchers. 

New advances in distributor designs have been made. Milne et al. (1992) 

modified the distributor design in an internally circulating fluidized bed to minimize gas 

bypassing occurring in spouted beds. Although the distributor design of Milne et al. 

(1992) has the distributor gas supplied with both a horizontal and vertical velocity 

component, gas bypassing was minimized. Pugsley et al. (1996) improved the design of 

Milne et al. (1992) by having the gas enter with a horizontal velocity component only. 

Pugsley et al. (1996) designed a new innovative solids feeder system for a riser as shown 

in Figure 2.3. Instead of having a bed at minimum fluidization conditions, a moving 

packed bed situated around the riser solids orifices is used. Two separate air streams are 

used with this design: main riser air and auxiliary air. The auxiliary air flows through the 
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gas distributor into the annular bed of solids. Some of the auxiliary air will have a 

tendency to flow up the packed bed of solids while the majority of the air will drag the 

solids through the orifices at the base of the riser. The solids flow rate can be controlled 

by the standpipe bed height as well as auxiliary air flows. Also, the auxiliary gas is 

entering with a horizontal gas velocity component only, so this minimizes the loss of air 

up the annular bed. High, uniform solids loading were achieved with this distributor 

design. This makes it an ideal candidate as an alternative distributor design for a downer. 
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Figure 2.3: High Flux Solids Feeder Distributor for a Riser (Pugsley et al., 1996) 
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2.3 Gas-Solid Separation Devices 

Since downers accommodate short contact times and fast reactions, fast 

separation is extremely important at the exit of the downer. Therefore, conventional gas 

solid separators are not efficient at making the quick separation. To date, not a lot of 

research has been conducted on gas-solid separators at the exit of the downer. Gartside 

(1989) reported a novel one-quarter turn cyclone to have a separation time of 30 ms and 

efficiency of 98%. Wang et al. (1992) developed an inertial separator that could achieve 

96 to 99% separation efficiency with FCC particles. This separator is illustrated in 

Figure 2.4. The gas and solids suspension passes through a specifically designed nozzle 

before striking against a curved guiding plate. Gas solids separation is a crucial operating 

parameter in order to optimize production from a downer. Therefore, further research is 

required to fully understand and develop a separator for the bottom of the downer. 
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Figure 2.4: Inertia! Gas-Solids Separator (Zhu et al., 1995) 
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2.4 Hydrodynamics of Downer Reactors 

2.4.1 Axial Flow 

Gas and solids enter the downer by the gas and solids distributor mentioned 

previously. The axial flow structure of the downer can be divided into three distinct 

regions as stated by Wang et al. (1992). The first flow region occurs immediately after 

the distributor where the gas attains a high velocity and the initial particle velocity is 

close to zero. In this region, both gas flow and gravity accelerate the particles. The end 

of the first flow region occurs when both particles and gas have the same velocity. In the 

first flow region, the particle downflow velocity increases however; the interstitial gas 

velocity decreases due to the reduced solids concentration along the downer. 

Once the gas and particle velocities are the same, the next flow region also known 

as the second acceleration section begins. In this section the particles are further 

accelerated due to gravity but decelerated by drag since the gas is moving more slowly. 

The particle velocity will continue to increase until the slip velocity between the particles 

and gas reaches a value where the drag force counterbalances the gravitational force. In 

this section, the particle velocity continues to increase but at a slower rate compared to 

the first acceleration zone. The gas velocity decreases slightly due to the small decrease 

in solids concentration. 

The final flow region is marked by the balance between the gravitational and drag 

forces. This section is known as the constant velocity section because both the particle 

and gas velocities remain constant. The particles will be traveling faster than the gas but 
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there will be a constant slip velocity. This region is also known as the fully developed 

region. 

The three-section axial flow structure in a downer can be summarized as follows. 

The particles travel slower than the gas in the first flow section but faster than the gas in 

the second and third flow sections. The gas velocity decreases with increasing bed 

voidage in the first two flow regions, but remains constant in the final, developed flow 

region. As shown by the experimental data (Zhu et al., 1995), the particle velocity 

exceeds the gas velocity at an axial position of 10 to 15 times the bed diameter, which 

marks the approximate boundary between the first and second acceleration sections. 

2.4.2 Axial Pressure 

The pressure change along the downer is expressed by Equation 2.1 (Zhu et a l , 

1995). 

AP ^ P2 - /> = &LgPsusp " AP a - AP , (2.1) 

Point 1 is upstream of point 2. The first term in Equation 2.1 on the right hand side of 

the equal sign is the static head due to suspension hold-up in the section, A P a represents 

the energy loss due to solids acceleration, and APf represents the energy loss due to wall 

friction in the same section. Since APf is usually constant along the length of the downer 

and is negligible compared to the other pressure terms, it is often neglected. 

The axial pressure profile can be related to the three-region flow structure 

described earlier (Wang et al., 1992). Since in the first acceleration zone particles are 

accelerated by both gas and gravity, the pressure drop due to particle acceleration is 

greater than the pressure drop due to the static head. Therefore the pressure drop is 
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negative and the absolute pressure decreases along the length of the downer. In the 

second acceleration zone, the pressure drop due to particle acceleration is less than the 

pressure drop due to static head. This results from the fact that the particles are 

accelerated by gravity and decelerated by gas drag. Therefore in the second flow region, 

the pressure drop is positive and the absolute pressure increases along the axial position. 

In the final flow regime where there is no particle acceleration, AP a equals zero. 

Therefore the pressure drop is constant and the absolute pressure increases linearly along 

the downer length. 

The characteristics of flow structures in the three different sections of the downer 

are summarized by Zhu et al. (1995) in Table 2.2. Note that the positive direction is 

downwards in this table and throughout the thesis. This means that a positive slip 

velocity is in the downwards direction. 

From the experimental work conducted by Zhang et al. (1999), the pressure 

gradient is initially negative and then becomes positive within the first 1.5 m 

(approximately 15 diameters) from the entrance and then approached a constant value 

The axial pressure profiles are also affected by the operating conditions. An increase in 

solids circulation rate for a constant gas velocity relates to a more negative pressure 

gradient at the entrance and a higher positive pressure gradient further down the reactor. 

This indicates that a denser bed is formed in the constant velocity section. In the 

acceleration section the gas phase exerts more pressure head on the particles acceleration 

and results in higher particle acceleration. The increased solids flux leads to more 

particle clustering and the drag coefficient between the solids and gas is reduced. This 
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of Axial Flow Region in a Downer 

First Acceleration 

Section 

Second Acceleration 

Section 

Constant Velocity 

Section 

Gas Velocity Decreasing Decreasing slightly Constant 

Particle Velocity Increasing 

dramatically 

Increasing at a 

reduced rate 

Constant 

Particle 

Acceleration 

Due to drag and 

gravity 

Due to gravity only No acceleration 

Particle 

Concentration 

Decreasing 

dramatically 

Decreasing further Constant 

Slip Velocity 

<P.-v.) 

Positive Negative Negative and 

constant 

Direction of Gas-

Solids Drag 

Downwards Upwards Upwards 

Pressure 

Gradient 

Negative Positive Positive 

Absolute 

Pressure 

Decreasing Increasing Increasing linearly 
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results in a longer first acceleration zone. Also, as will be explained later an increase 

in the solids circulation rate increases the flow development length. The axial pressure 

profile is also affected by the gas superficial velocity. An increase in gas velocity for a 

constant solids circulation rate causes the pressure gradient to become more negative at 

the entrance, and the pressure gradient to be lower in the developed flow regime. The 

higher gas velocity leads to a more dilute bed, which is reflected in the lower pressure 

gradient in the developed flow region. Also, the first acceleration length is increased as 

gas velocity is increased. 

Herbert et al. (1997, 1998) studied the axial pressure gradient in both a Plexiglas 

and stainless steel downer reactor. They observed that the pressure gradient in the 

Plexiglas reactor is practically the same as that measured in the stainless steel reactor. 

This work alleviates concerns that static electricity could contribute to the overall 

pressure gradient. 

2.4.3 Radial and Axial Solids Hold-Up 

Various researchers have studied radial solids flow patterns. Radial solids hold

ups in risers and downers have been compared (Zhu et al., 1995). Risers have a solids 

hold-up having a parabolic radial profile with the maximum solids hold-up at the wall. 

The following list states the solids hold-up radial profile observations from the work 

performed on a downer by Yang et al. (1991): 

• The solids concentration distribution is more uniform compared to the riser. 

The difference in the concentration between the core and annular space is 

much smaller in the downer compared to the riser. 
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• The shape of the solids hold-up profile does not significantly change with 

axial position. 

• The solids concentration is fairly constant from the core region to a 

normalized radial distance, r/R=0.75. From this point, the solids 

concentration increases to a peak at about r/R=0.96 and then decreases to the 

wall. 

• The location of the annular peak is unaffected by the cross-sectional average 

voidage however, the magnitude of the concentration increases with a 

decrease in mean voidage. 

Typical radial solids hold-up profiles are illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

As reported by Wang et al. (1991), the radial profiles experienced in the downer 

are dependent on the energy loss associated with gas-solids flow. In order to consume 

less energy the particles will have a tendency to move away from the core towards the 

wall. In the core region the drag force acting on the particles is large due to the high gas 

velocities. Conversely, particles near the wall tend to move to the center as a result of the 

friction between the wall and gas-solid suspension. 

In 1999 Zhang et al. published results different from those originally published by 

Wang et al. (1991) and Yang et al. (1991). The results published by the various 

researchers are consistent with each other by having a distinguished region of random 

flow immediately after the gas-solids distributor. In this region it is very difficult to 

make general remarks about the solids hold-up as there are significant radial variations 

and sporadic changes in the hydrodynamics presented in their data. A short distance after 

the distributor (approximately 0.5 m as reported by Zhang et al., 1999), the solids hold-up 
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Figure 2.5: Typical Radial Solids Hold-Up Profiles for a Downer and Riser (Zhu et al., 

1995) 
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increases towards the wall. The high density peak occurs at the wall. As the flow 

progresses down the reactor, Zhang et al. (1999) observed that the radial solids hold-up 

profile became more even and the peak gradually moved away from the wall towards the 

center of the downer. Further along the downer, the high density peak disappears. 

According to Zhang et al. (1999), in the fully developed section, the radial solids hold-up 

profile is fairly uniform. They reported a uniform core region (r/R<0.7-0.8) with a 

gradually decreasing solids hold-up towards the wall. This observation is not consistent 

with that of the previous researchers (Wang et al., 1991, Bai et al., 1991a,b, and Yang et 

al., 1991). It is speculated by Zhang et al. (1999) that previous researchers were taking 

measurements during the second acceleration zone; therefore, the flow was not fully 

developed. 

A few general trends relating solids hold-up to operating conditions have been 

recognized. According to researchers such as Zhang et al. (1999) and Zhu et al. (1995), 

operating conditions can greatly affect the solids hold-up. An increase in gas velocity 

under a constant solids flux will decrease the local solids hold-up across the radial 

direction. However, the shape of the profile is not significantly altered by an increase in 

gas velocity. If gas velocity is held constant and the solids flux is varied, the radial 

variation of the solids hold-up is affected in both the developing and developed regions of 

flow. In the developing flow region, an increase in solids loading increases the solids 

hold-up in the wall region but only slightly increases it in the core region. However, in 

the developed region of flow, the opposite is observed. The solids hold-up in the wall 

region slightly increases while the core region experiences a significant increase in solids 

hold-up. 
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The development of the radial solids flow structure was also studied. The 

effects of solids flux and gas velocity on the radial solids hold up profile were studied by 

Zhang et al. (1999). An increase in solids flux or gas velocity extends the development 

length of solids flow. At a constant gas velocity, an increase in solids flux extends the 

development length in both the core and wall regions. However, increasing the gas 

velocity with solids flux constant lengthens the development of solids flow in the core 

region and shortens it in the wall region. 

2.4.4 Radial and Axial Solids Velocity 

In the downer, particle velocity profiles can be related back to the radial solids 

concentration profiles. From the work reported by Wang et al. (1991) and Cao et al. 

(1991) the particle velocity gradually increases towards the wall and the position of 

maximum particle velocity corresponds to the position of maximum solids hold-up. In 

the work of Zhang et al. (2000) the typical radial velocity profile is relatively flat in the 

core and slightly increases with radial position and then drops at the wall. The 

inconsistencies reported in the literature can result from the different downer diameters 

used in the experiments as wall effects can play an important role in the radial profile of 

axial solids velocity. 

Zhang et al. (2000) studied the effects of operating conditions on the axial and 

radial particle velocity profiles. An increase in gas velocity significantly increases the 

particle velocity in both the developing and developed regions of flow but it has no affect 

on the shape of the profile. Similarly, an increase in solids flux for a constant gas 

velocity increases the magnitude of particle velocity but does not significantly change the 
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shape of the profile. The gas velocity has a stronger influence on the particle velocity 

compared to the solids flux. 

The particle velocity rapidly increases within the first 1.0 to 2.0 m of the downer. 

Due to the large difference in the gas and solid velocity, the particles experience a rapid 

acceleration. As flow progresses down, the rate of particle acceleration decreases until 

the particles reach a constant velocity in the developed flow region. An increase in solids 

flux extends the particle acceleration zone. As well, the particles will achieve a higher 

velocity due to the reduced drag force and clustering mentioned earlier. With an increase 

in gas velocity, the particles experience a shorter acceleration zone and higher final 

velocity. 

2.4.5 Slip Velocity and Solids Aggregation 

Slip velocity (or relative velocity) can be calculated as the difference between the 

interstitial gas velocity and the solids velocity: 

UR=UG-US (2.2) 

The slip velocity determines the gas to solids heat and mass transfer rate and it 

also plays an important role in determining the axial flow development regimes 

mentioned earlier. Due to the increased particle and gas velocity in the annular region, 

the slip velocity will also be larger in this region. The radial distribution of the slip 

velocity is quite similar to that of the solids concentration, indicating a strong correlation 

between the two. Local slip velocity increases with solids flux and decreases with 

superficial gas velocity. There is a reduced slip velocity at the wall of the downer due to 

reduced solids hold-up. The difference in local slip velocity and particle terminal settling 
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velocity (single particle slip velocity) can be accounted for by considering particle 

aggregation and clustering the downer. This indicates that particles do in fact aggregate 

in downer reactors. However, since the local slip velocity is lower in a downer compared 

to a riser, less particle aggregation and clustering will result in a downer compared to a 

riser (Zhu et al., 1995). 

2.4.6 Gas-Solid Mixing and Residence Time Distributions 

Wei et al. (1994) conducted studies to determine the solids dispersion in downers. 

Their work showed that the residence time distributions in downers are narrower than in 

risers. Also from the work of Wei et al. (1994), axial solids dispersion was measured in 

downers. The axial solids Peclet number was approximately 100. Zhu et al. (1996) 

reported solids Peclet numbers in risers typically range from 1 to 9. This indicates that 

downers operate closer to plug flow conditions. The reduced axial dispersion in downers 

is due to more uniform radial gas and solids velocity distributions, which result from the 

fact that both the gas and solids are flowing downward with gravity. Therefore, downers 

possess the hydrodynamic profiles required to optimize selectivities and yields in thermal 

cracking reactions. 

2.4.7 Flow Development Zones 

In downer reactors, the length of the solid acceleration zone is defined as the 

interval over which particles experience acceleration accompanied by rapid axial void 

fraction change. The length of the flow development zone is defined as the height of the 

bottom section beyond which the radial profiles of particle velocity and gas voidage do 

not change significantly. In riser reactors, both the acceleration and development zones 
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are of equal length. However in downers, the acceleration and developments lengths 

may differ slightly. For the same superficial gas velocity, it is uncertain whether the 

solids acceleration zone in a downer is shorter or longer than in a riser. Kim and Seader 

(1983) suggested the solids acceleration length is longer in a downer while Yang et al. 

(1991) suggests it is comparable to that for a riser. A much faster acceleration in the 

downer aided by gravity would tend to reduce the length. However, a higher particle 

velocity in the developed flow region would require a greater length to achieve. 

Experiments by Bai et al. (1991a) showed that the radial solids hold-up changed 

little from 2.2 m to 5.5 m in the downer but changed dramatically for the riser within that 

same length under the same operating conditions and column diameter. A reduced length 

of flow development is beneficial since axial solids dispersion is much greater and radial 

solids distribution is less uniform in the development zones. This is an important 

characteristic in fast catalytic and pyrolysis reactions. Non-uniformity in radial gas and 

solids distribution leads to non-uniform residence time distributions, which ultimately 

affects conversion as the desired product selectivities decrease as radial gas and solids 

distribution non-uniformities increase. Overall, a downer reactor would be beneficial due 

to its shorter flow development zone, even though the solids acceleration length in a 

downer is longer or comparable to that in a riser. 
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2.5 Heat Transfer 

In most of the applications for downer reactors, effective heat addition and 

removal is essential to the process. For efficient downer operation, it is important to 

know the effect of bed to wall heat transfer on the various operating and hydrodynamic 

parameters. However, research is limited on the heat transfer characteristics of the 

dower. 

Heat transfer inside a gas-solid fluidized bed is made up of three components: gas 

convection, particle convection, and radiation. Usually at lower temperatures, radiation 

effects to heat transfer can be neglected. The primary mechanism for heat transfer is 

usually due to particle convection due to the large heat capacity of the solids compared to 

the gas. However, when the gas velocity is high and solids hold-up low, gas convection 

may become important. 

Kim et al. (1999) conducted a study to determine the effects of superficial gas 

velocity, solids circulating rate, suspension density, and particle sizes on the bed to wall 

heat transfer coefficient for a downer. Typical heat transfer coefficient values in the 

downer range from 20 to 100 W/(m 2 K). They concluded that the bed to wall heat 

transfer increases with an increase in particle suspension density due to the increase in 

cluster concentration in the bed and residence time of particles on the wall. The overall 

heat transfer coefficient is a function of both particle convection and gas convection. 

Heat transfer due to particle convection will increase as suspension density increases. 

Heat transfer due to gas convection increases with increasing superficial gas velocity, due 

to the increase in turbulence in the gas stream. Also as particle size decreases, the overall 
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heat transfer and particle convective heat transfer coefficient also increases. This 

results from smaller particles having larger number of contact points per unit surface 

area. 

In 1999 Ma et al. conducted experiments to determine the overall heat transfer 

coefficient in a downer reactor as a function of two major operating parameters: particle 

suspension density and particle velocity. Average heat transfer decreases along the 

length of the downer. The decrease in solids concentration along the length of the 

downer causes the decrease in heat transfer coefficient. Correlations of the heat transfer 

coefficient can be related back to the axial flow regime. In the first acceleration zone, the 

heat transfer coefficient is high with non-uniform radial distribution. The heat transfer 

coefficient becomes more uniform in the radial direction as the axial position along the 

downer increases. Ma et al. (1999) determined that the heat transfer coefficient also 

increases as superficial velocity increases in the developed zone of the bed. However, 

near the distributor this is not true. In the top of the bed, suspension density is high and 

the major contributor to heat transfer is through particle convection. Therefore, an 

increase in gas velocity under the same solids loading causes the suspension density to 

decrease along with the heat transfer coefficient. Ma et al. (1999) also compared heat 

transfer to that in the riser reactor. In comparison, under similar operating conditions 

(UODOW and GSDOW), the heat transfer coefficient is about 20% lower in the downer. Heat 

transfer within the downer is an area for future research. 
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2.6 Advantages and Disadvantages of Downers over Risers and Conventional 

Fluidized Beds 

Although there are distinct radial regions in the downer, the radial flow structure 

is much more uniform compared to that in the riser. Bai et al. (1991a) conducted 

experiments to determine the non-uniformity index for the solids and gas velocity 

profiles. These indices were calculated as the square of the difference between the local 

solids hold-up or gas velocity and the mean value, integrated over the cross-section of the 

downer. The non-uniformity indices were approximately 10 times larger in a riser 

compared to a downer. 

The downer is advantageous over the riser due to the near plug flow conditions. 

These ideal conditions result from the uniform radial distribution of the solids flow. The 

primary mechanism for uniform radial flow results from the fact that the particles do not 

have to be accelerated by the gas against gravity. Also large particle cluster formation is 

discouraged due to slip velocities. When large particle clusters are formed, the drag force 

on the particles is reduced resulting in an increase in the slip velocity. This increases the 

particle velocity and reduces the stability of the clusters so that the clusters break down 

into smaller particles again. The increase in slip velocity is only beneficial in downers. 

An increase in slip velocity in the riser will lead to slower moving particles and more 

particle stability within the clusters. 

All advantages result from the fact that both the gas and solids are flowing co-

currently with gravity downwards. The axial and radial gas and solids flow structures are 

more uniform resulting in reduced axial dispersion of both phases leading to improved 
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reactor performance. Gas to solids contact time is more efficient and more uniform so 

that localized areas of high temperature do not occur. This leads to narrower residence 

time distributions for a given reaction, better selectivity, and higher operating 

temperature without the risk of localized over-heating. Another advantage of downers 

results because there is no minimum gas velocity because the particles do not need to be 

supported by the gas. The final major advantage of downers over risers results from the 

shorter flow development zone. Very fast reactions with relatively short downer lengths 

can occur at near plug flow conditions due to the shorter development zone. 

Aside from the numerous advantages of the downer, there is one major limiting 

factor for this reactor. The solids hold-up in downers is considerably lower than that of 

other fluidized beds. Risers operating in the pneumatic transport regime have typical 

solids hold-up in the developed region of flow ranging from 1% to 5%, while in a downer 

the solids hold-up is about 1%. This poses a problem for reactions where a high gas to 

solids loading is required, as the reactions will be limited by the solids hold-up. 

In the thermal upgrading of bitumen, the majority of the cracking reactions would 

be occurring near the entrance region of the downer where the solids hold-up is 

comparable to that in a riser. Provided that the heat transfer from the solids is high 

enough, the lower solids hold-up in the downer would not be a limiting factor in pyrolysis 

applications. The lower solids hold-up at the exit of the reactor is beneficial as very fast 

gas-solids separation is required at the reactor outlet. 

The advantages of the downer make it an ideal candidate for very fast reactions 

with intermediates as the desired products and where uniform, short contact times are 

essential to prevent over-reaction and to ensure good selectivity. For example, in the 
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fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) process reaction time must be well controlled to avoid 

over cracking as these reaction times are in the order of seconds. In a riser due to the 

radial non-uniformity of gas and solids flow back mixing occurs leading to adverse over-

cracking, lower gasoline recovery, and higher yields of coke. The hydrodynamics within 

a downer reduce these adverse effects. 
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2. 7 Standpipes 

Standpipes have been in use for over 50 years. They are used to transport solids 

from a region of low pressure to a region of high pressure. This can occur when the gas 

flows upwards relative to the downward flowing solids, generating a pressure seal. The 

relative gas-solids velocity can be directed downwards with either the gas flow upwards 

or downwards relative to the vessel wall. 

There are two types of standpipe configurations: the overflow standpipe or 

underflow standpipe. Figure 2.6 shows the two types of standpipes. As the name 

indicates in overflow standpipes, solids flow over from the top of a fluidized bed into the 

standpipe. Similarly, in an underflow standpipe, the solids enter into the standpipe from 

the bottom of the bed. 

In a circulating fluidized bed system in which a standpipe is a component the sum 

of the pressure drops around the loop will be zero. In these situations, the standpipe is 

the dependent pressure component in the loop. The pressure drop in the standpipe 

automatically adjusts to balance the pressure drop produced by the other components. In 

the case of an overflow standpipe, the pressure profile in the standpipe adjusts by 

changing the height of solids in the standpipe. While in the case of an underflow 

standpipe, the pressure in the standpipe adjusts by changing the relative velocity in the 

standpipe. 

Standpipes generally operate in either one of three basic flow regimes: packed bed 

flow, fluidized flow, and streaming flow. Focusing on the packed bed flow regime, the 

relative velocity is less than the relative velocity at minimum fluidization conditions. 
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Figure 2.6: Overflow and Underflow Standpipe Configurations (Geldhart, 1986) 
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Particles can also move down the standpipe slowing, maintaining packed bed 

properties. In this type of flow, known as moving packed bed flow, the relative velocity 

of the gas to that of the solids determines the pressure drop. The Ergun (1952) equation 

can be used to determine the pressure drop in a moving packed bed: 

— pressure drop across a packed bed, Pa/m 

spb gas voidage at packed bed conditions 

jjg gas viscosity, kg/ms 

UR relative velocity, m/s 

<j>s particle sphericity 

Dp particle diameter, m 

pg gas density, kg/m3 

This equation holds true only if the bed is below minimum fluidization conditions 

(ie. s<Smf) where the gas voidage of the bed is below the gas voidage at minimum 

fluidization conditions. At incipient fluidization conditions, the pressure drop becomes 

constant with increasing gas velocity thus setting the upper limit for solids flux. Since a 

maximum pressure has been reached in the bed at incipient fluidization conditions, a 

further increase in the auxiliary gas flow will no longer increase the solids flux. 

Therefore the auxiliary gas flow cannot be used to control the solids flux if the bed is 

AP _\50(\-epbyMGUR 1.75(\-£pb)pGU> 
(2.3) 

where: 

AP 
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operating above minimum fluidization conditions. As mentioned previously, many 

researchers operate the bed above the distributor region at minimum fluidization 

conditions therefore; they are unable to control the solids flux with the auxiliary air flow. 

However, solids flux is controlled via auxiliary air flow control in the distributor 

described by Pugsley et al. (1996) (Figure 2.3). 
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2.8 Modeling 

Due to the increasing potential industrial application of downers, a quantitative 

understanding of the hydrodynamics is required especially for design and scale-up 

purposes. A number of models have been developed to study the two-phase flow in the 

CFB riser. Limited work has been completed for hydrodynamic modeling of the downer 

(Yangetal., 1998). 

Two extreme types of models are commonly used: empirical and computational 

fluid dynamic (CFD) models. In between the two extreme cases is a combined modeling 

approach. In empirical models, trends in experimental data are analyzed, and parameters 

are fitted to the data. In CFD models, momentum and continuity balances are completed 

on both the gas and solids phases. The combined modeling approach incorporates 

properties from both the extreme modeling types. 

2.8.1 Empirical Models 

Empirical models are like a black box approach. Many phenomena are grouped 

together to eliminate the number of unknown parameters. Quite often these models are 

only reliable under certain operating conditions. As well many simplifying assumptions 

are usually made in order to complete the trend analysis. The fitted parameters used in 

these models usually depend on the properties of the particles and the size of the reactor. 

One of the first models to be completed on the hydrodynamics within the downer 

was an empirical model. Bai et al. (1991b), Wang et al. (1992), and Cao et al. (1994) 

developed a hydrodynamic model capable of describing the radial flow structure of FCC 

particles in a 14.0 cm ID downer under developed flow conditions. 
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Kim (1996) developed an empirical model to describe the radial flow structure 

of FCC particles in small diameter downers under fully developed flow conditions. 

Based on the superficial gas velocity and solids flux, the solids hold-up in the downer 

could be determined with two parameters fitted from the experimental data. The gas 

velocity profile could then be determined as the inverse to the solids hold-up profile. The 

particle velocity could be calculated as the sum of the interstitial gas velocity plus the 

terminal velocity of a particle. Typically the model was capable of predicting the radial 

profiles within the downer accurately to within 10% of the experimental results. 

2.8.2 Computational Fluid Dynamic Models 

The fluid mechanics modeling technique has been extensively used to model gas-

solids suspension flows. Gas-solids flow must satisfy the principles of conservation of 

mass, momentum and energy. CFD models attempt to predict the effects of particle-

particle and particle-wall collisions on the overall flow structure. In comparison to 

empirical models, CFD models are more rigorous and fundamentally more acceptable. 

However, since these models are more rigorous, the complexity of the model increases. 

Therefore, a larger number of unknown parameters can be incorporated into the model as 

the researcher is trying to account for all sources of interactions between the two phases. 

Yang et al. (1998) developed a two-dimensional turbulent model for gas and 

solids flow in a downer. They account for the interaction between the gas and solids 

phases. The radial distributions of gas and particle velocities and solids hold-up in the 

developing and developed region of flow could be accurately predicted. 
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Cheng et al. (2001) used CFD modeling as a theoretical tool to predict the fluid 

flow behaviors under different reactor geometries. They showed relatively good 

agreement between the experimental data and their model under relatively dilute 

conditions. However as the solids flux increased, the discrepancy between the predicted 

results and experimental data increases. As the solids flux increases, the particles tend to 

form clusters. The model by Cheng et al. (2001) is not capable of describing clustering. 

2.8.3 Combined Models 

A more practical approach to modeling is to combine the two modeling 

approaches. As the demand of industrial applications for downers increases, there will be 

a need for a practical yet accurate model. This modeling approach relies on first 

principles of mass and momentum balances however, the interactions between the gas 

and solids phases are lumped together. 

Herbert et al. (1998) modeled the pressure gradient in the developed region of 

flow of the downer with the following relation: 

dP 
dz 

(2.4) 

where: 

dP_ 
dz 

pressure gradient, Pa/m 

g gravity, m/s2 

Ps solids density, kg/m 

s gas voidage 

D downer diameter, m 
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T s solids-to-wall shear stress, Pa 

T G gas-to-wall shear stress, Pa 

dP 
— pressure gradient due to electrostatic forces, Pa/m 
dz elect 

They account for the hydrostatic head of the solids and gas phases, the frictional wall 

losses of both the gas and solids, and the effects of static electricity. The wall shear stress 

term for the gas phase is calculated using the Fanning equation: 

**=\p^\fz (2-5) 

where: 

fg gas-to-wall friction factor 

Ug gas velocity, m/s 

The friction factor,/^, is calculated from the Blasius equation (Heidemann et al., 1999) 

for the intermediate range of gas Reynolds numbers (2100 < Reg< 106): 

Jg R e 0 . 2 5 ^ ) 

where: 

Reg gas Reynolds number, 

Similarly, the solid phase shear stress can be defined: 

Ts=jPt(l-e)U?fp (2.7) 

where: 

Us solids velocity, m/s 
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The solid phase friction factor, fp, is estimated using the relation given by Kunno and 

Saito (1969): 

where: 

D column diameter, m 

Although there is some concern with using this type of correlation to account for the solid 

phase friction, the frictional contribution is well estimated, as the measured values are 

consistent with the calculated ones. As well, the electrostatic forces do not significantly 

affect the overall flow behaviour. 

In 1994 Bolkan-Kenny et al. modeled the hydrodynamics of the downer in a 

similar way. The force balance on a single particle in the downflowing gas stream 

accounting for the inertial, drag, gravity and buoyancy forces as follows: 

p y ' ^ t = \ p ^ ' ~u^u*-u^Acos+(ps-pgyPg (2-9) 

where: 

Vp single particle volume, m 3 

Cos gas-to-solids drag coefficient of a single sphere in an infinite expansive 

fluid 

Commonly, the drag coefficient is given as a function of Reynolds number: 

24 
CDS = when Rep< 1 (2.10) 

Cus=^4l whenl</te,<1000 (2.11) 
Re , 
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C D 5 = 0 . 4 4 when 1000<i?ep<200000 (2.12) 

where: 

P (u -U)D 
R e sj^_ ( 2 1 3 ) 

The axial pressure gradient can be calculated based on the head due to both the gas and 

dP dP 
solid phase — , the pressure loss due to acceleration — , and the pressure loss 

dz head dz accel 

dP dP 
due to wall friction by both the gas and solids phases, — and — 

dz gas dz solid 

dP dP dP dP dP 
— = — + — + — + — (2.14) 
dz dz head dz accel dz gas dz solid 

where: 

dP , , 
— = ps{l-S)g + Pg£g 
dZ head (2.15) 

dzgas 2D (2.17) 

dP \p&-e)U2sfp (2.18) 
dz solid 2D 

The solids-to-wall friction factor was calculated using the Capes and Nakamura (1973) 

correlation: 
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The gas friction factor was calculated using the Blasius correlation (Equation 2.6). 

The predicted values of solids hold-up are in good agreement with the 

experimental data reported by Wang et al. (1992). When comparing the particle velocity 

predictions to the experimental results, there is some discrepancy between the two in the 

developing region of flow and good agreement in the developed region of flow. In 

comparing the pressure profiles, the same trends are seen between the experimental 

results and model predictions; however, the magnitudes of the values are slightly 

different (Bolkan-Kenny et al., 1994). 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS 

This section outlines the experimental apparatus and methods used in the work. 

3.1 Process Overview 

A schematic of the downflow circulating fluidized bed is shown in Figure 3.1. A 

2.54 cm ID downer was constructed from acrylic. Two standpipes are required within the 

circulating loop to close the pressure balance and for solids recirculation. These 

standpipes have a 20.3 cm ED and are approximately 1.8 m tall. They are situated 

directly above and below the downer. A solids inventory is maintained in both 

standpipes during operation. Solids will enter the top of the downer via the distributor 

region. Solids and gas flow down the downer and then enter the lower standpipe. From 

there the solids flow in a moving packed bed down the standpipe and into the L-valve 

before entering the riser. Solids are then transported back up to the top of the unit in the 

riser. At the top the gas and solids are separated via a conventional cyclone. The gas 

exits the top of the cyclone and solids flow down into the upper standpipe. The solids 

used in the system are ceramic particles. To control static electricity problems that 

commonly occur in gas-particle flow systems, sections of the both standpipes and the 

riser were grounded with aluminium foil and wire. 

The main operating parameters within the system are the air flow rates. Air is 

introduced at five locations: distributor, downer, L-valve, lower standpipe secondary, and 

riser. The airflow rates are controlled by a system of rotameters. Table 3.1 summarizes 

the air flow rates used in this work. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of Experimental Apparatus 
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Table 3.1: Operating Air Flow Rates used in Experimental Work 

Air Flow Operating Range (sL/min) 

Riser 420-520 

Downer Feed 10-32 

Distributor 18-45 

Lower Standpipe Secondary 41-107 

L-valve 80-144 

The measured parameters within the unit are the solids velocity and pressure 

gradients. Solids velocity was measured in both standpipes by a falling rod procedure. 

Various pressure ports around the unit are connected to a series of manometers for 

pressure measurements. A pressure transmitter is used to record the pressure drop in the 

lower standpipe. This transmitter is connected to a computerized data acquisition system. 

Al l pressures reported in the thesis are reported as gauge pressure. 

For the tracer tests, carbon dioxide (Praxair, Type K) was injected into the system 

with the distributor, feed, and sparger air streams. The sparger is located in the upper 

standpipe (Refer to Figure 3.9). Gas samples were withdrawn from the upper standpipe 

and downer. The samples were then analyzed by gas chromatography and a CO2 material 

balance performed. 
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3.2 Experimental Apparatus 

3.2.1 Standpipes 

The upper standpipe is situated directly above the downer and the lower standpipe 

directly below the downer. These standpipes are required to transport solids and gases 

against a pressure gradient. The standpipes in this work have a 20.3 cm ID (wall 

thickness is 6.35 mm). The material of construction is clear cast acrylic tubing supplied 

by Commercial Plastics. During operation a solids inventory of approximately 1.0 m to 

1.5 m is maintained in both standpipes. 

A picture of the lower standpipe is shown in Figure 3.2 and a schematic is shown 

in Figure 3.3. To convey solids from the lower standpipe to the riser, a L-valve is used. 

The operation of a non-mechanical valve such as an L-valve depends on the injection of a 

carrier gas to convey the solids around the bend and through a short horizontal distance. 

L-valves are advantageous as they are capable of working in hostile environments as 

there are no moving parts that could inhibit the flow. Thus there are no mechanical, 

thermal, or chemical limitations to overcome. Originally air was introduced into the L -

valve with a movable rod capable of injecting air at various points in the L-valve. During 

L-valve operation under the original design of a single 19.1 cm long (3.2 mm ID) 

movable air injection tube, bubbling was experienced in the lower portion of the lower 

standpipe. This inhibited the bed from operating as a moving packed bed. It is suspected 

that the intense bubbling seen at the rod end resulted from the high velocity air jet exiting 

the rod. In order to optimise solids loading through the L-valve, a better radial 
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Figure 3.2: Picture of Lower Standpipe in E N D1A 



Figure 3.3: Schematic of Lower Standpipe (all dimensions in 
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distribution of air in the lower standpipe was necessary. Some design improvements 

were then completed on the rod to improve the moving packed bed performance and 

achieve higher solids fluxes. 18 orifices with a 3.2 mm ED were drilled along the last 

15.2 cm of the rod and a secondary air injection on the bottom of the standpipe was 

added. Operation proceeded with air entering the L-valve rod as well as through the 

secondary injection point. As time progressed, the rod began to wear and eventually the 

rod failed. The rod broke into two pieces, the point of failure was about the centre of the 

lower standpipe (the location of the secondary air injection). 

At this point the rod was abandoned and air was then introduced into the 

standpipe by a fitting directly located at the wall of the standpipe (L-valve air) and 

through the bottom of the standpipe (lower standpipe secondary air). The air source 

located at the wall is used to push the solids into the L-valve. The air added at the bottom 

of the standpipe is used to loosen the solids in the bottom portion of the standpipe and to 

enhance movement of the solids towards the L-valve. All data reported will be based on 

the final L-valve design having L-valve air introduced directly at the wall and secondary 

air through the bottom of the standpipe. 

Pressure ports situated along the length of the standpipe are used to determine the 

axial pressure gradient. At the top of the lower standpipe is a 2.54 cm ID air outlet. 

Attached to the outlet are two air filters to remove any dust before it enters the 

surrounding environment. The solids velocity in the standpipe is measured using the 

falling rod technique. Attached to the end of a piece of tubing is a 5.1 cm by 5.1 cm 

plate. The time it takes the tubing to fall a given distance determines the solids velocity. 
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A picture of the upper standpipe is shown in Figure 3.4 and the details of construction are 

presented in Figure 3.5. The upper standpipe also has 5 pressure ports to measure the 

axial pressure gradient and a falling rod to measure solids velocity. The air outlet on the 

upper standpipe is designed in the same manner as the lower standpipe. To facilitate gas 

sampling for the tracer tests a port was installed on the flange in the upper standpipe. 3.2 

mm ID tubing that is 1.98 m tall allows for gas sampling from within the standpipe. A 

mesh screen is welded to the end of the sampling rod to ensure no solids will flow up the 

rod during gas sampling. 

The distributor region is connected to the upper standpipe by a flange to facilitate 

removal. The distributor region will be described in more detail in a later section. 

As outlined in the objectives of this research, tracer tests were conducted to study 

the gas distribution in the upper standpipe. Carbon dioxide (CO2) was used as the tracer 

gas in this work. The tracer gas can be injected with the distributor and feed air streams 

(Figure 3.1). As well, the influence of secondary gas injection (or sparger air) within the 

upper standpipe was studied. To complete these experiments, a secondary sparger is 

situated 5.3 cm above the point of solids entry. The sparger is an 11.4 cm ID ring with 60 

0.5 mm ID orifices. 
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Figure 3.4: Picture of Upper Standpipe in E N D103 
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3.2.2 Downer 

The downer is constructed from clear extruded acrylic tubing with a 2.54 cm ID 

and 6.35 mm wall thickness. Refer to Figure 3.6 for a picture of the downer. Figure 3.7 

shows the details of the downer. There are 5 pressure ports located along the axial 

direction of the downer. Solids enter the top of the downer through 5-slot openings 6.35 

mm in height. The slots cover about 71% of the circumferential area. The point of solids 

entry into the downer coincides with the top of the windbox in the distributor. 

3.2.3 Cyclone 

Gas and solids are separated at the top of the riser via a conventional cyclone. 

Cyclones are one of the simplest and cheapest ways to separate gas and particle flow, 

when the particle size is larger than 100pm. The cyclone consists of a cylindrical shell 

with a tangential entry where the gas and particle flow enters. The clean gas exits 

through the top of the cyclone while the solids flow through a conical base into the upper 

standpipe (storage vessel). In a cyclone, the centrifugal forces caused by a vortex push 

the particles towards the wall for removal. 

The cyclone used in this work is based on the design and scaling factors outlined 

by Sinnott (1983). The design is based on having an optimal inlet velocity of 15 m/s. 

The diameter of the cylindrical part of the cyclone is 10.2 cm and is 15.2 cm tall. The 

conical section of the cyclone is 25.4 m tall. Both the solids and gas discharge legs have 

a 5.1 cm ID. 
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of Downer (all dimensions in cm) 
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Due to the high inlet velocities into the cyclone, erosion of the acrylic in the 

cylindrical section of the cyclone (near the solids entry) occurred. The cyclone was lined 

with a metal sheet to prevent further erosion. 

3.2.4 Riser 

The 5.1 cm ED (6.21 m tall) riser used in this work is constructed from a vacuum 

hose. The riser conveys the solids from the bottom of the lower standpipe to the top of 

the circulation loop and into the cyclone. As the focus of this study is not on risers the 

construction of it was not a major factor. The primary objective of the design is to ensure 

solids circulation back to the top of the unit. 

3.2.5 Distributor 

The design of the distributor is based on the work done by Pugsley et al. (1996). 

In their work a non-mechanical solids feeder for upflow circulating fluidized beds was 

developed. Their design replaced the traditional L-valve. This design is capable of 

achieving very high solids fluxes under controlled conditions. The fraction of gas 

bypassing the solid orifices is reduced and therefore there is a higher solids flux into the 

reactor. Refer to Figure 3.8 for a picture of the distributor region in the upper standpipe. 

A detailed schematic of the distributor is presented in Figure 3.9. 

The distributor consists of 1000 holes, 0.5 mm ED. There are 5 rows of holes each 

containing 200 holes around the circumference of the distributor region. Each row is 

staggered thus resulting in a triangular pitch to ensure good gas distribution. Also to 

ensure even distribution of gases through the orifices, the pressure drop across the 

distributor was designed to be greater than 30% of the pressure drop across the bed of 
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Figure 3.8: Picture of Distributor Region in Upper Standpipe (without solids inventory) 
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of Distributor Region (all dimensions in cm) 
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solids above the distributor. The windbox measures 5.1 cm tall and is 30.5 cm in 

diameter. 200 mesh stainless steel wire mesh is spot welded to the inside of the 

distributor to prevent loss of particles into the windbox region. The distributor gas is 

introduced as 4 equally spaced locations around the circumference of the windbox. 

These locations are connected to one 6.35 mm ID air line with a rotameter controlling the 

flow. 

3.2.6 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 

Due to the low range of pressure measurements, a series of U-tube water 

manometers were used to make the pressure measurements around the system except for 

the lower standpipe. The pressure gradient ranges in the upper standpipe and downer 

were 10 to 300 Pa. A smart pressure transmitter (Fisher-Rosemount Model 1151) was 

used to measure the pressure profile in the lower standpipe as the pressure ranged from 

4000 to 7000 Pa. Lab View (National Instruments Version 4.1) with a computer was used 

as an on-line pressure data acquisition device. National Instruments PCI-6031E 

multifunction input/output board was used in this data acquisition system. 

To control air flow rates, five variable area rotameters were used. The rotameters 

were calibrated with a mass flow controller operating at standard conditions of 20°C, 

101.3 kPa. The calibration curves for the rotameters can be found in Appendix A. A 

linear scale correlated to percent of maximum flow is used on all rotameters. The 

accuracy of the rotameters is ± 2% of full scale. All flows reported in this work are 

stated at standard conditions of 20°C and 101.3 kPa. 
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3.3 Solids 

Originally the unit was operated with sand supplied by Target Production Ltd. 

having an average particle size of 623 pm. However, high attrition in the cyclone and 

entrance region to the downer caused the particle size distribution to change with time. 

After two weeks of operating on an intermittent basis the average particle size was 553 

pm. A changing particle size distribution would make it difficult to get a reliable 

characterization of the hydrodynamics in the unit. Further, dust losses made the 

operation difficult and unsafe, and would make further developments of the process 

unlikely. Therefore, a more durable solid product was needed. Econoprop supplied by 

Carbo Ceramics Inc. was selected as a likely candidate. Econoprop is a ceramic product 

commonly used as a proppant in fracturing oil wells in the petroleum industry. This 

product has proven to be more durable and dust losses are minimal. 

The properties of the solids were determined. Table 3.2 presents the solids 

properties. Details of this work can be found in Appendix B. The density was 

determined by water displacement. A given mass of particles was determined and then 

mixed with a known volume of water. The particles were added to the water sample. 

The displaced volume was then measured. The density was calculated as a function of 

the mass and displaced volume. The packed bed voidage was also determined by wet 

methods. A known volume of solids was poured into a known volume of water and a 

vacuum applied to the graduated cylinder. By measuring the volume difference the 

voidage was determined. 
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Using a conventional fluidized bed, the sphericity of the particles was determined. 

The pressure drop across a bed of solids was measured for various air flow rates. The 

bed behaviour ranged from a packed bed to a bubbling bed. Observations of the bed 

behaviour were recorded and the onset of fluidization was noted. From the calculations 

outlined in Appendix B, the voidage and minimum fluidization conditions was 

determined. The sphericity could then be determined. The particle size distribution was 

determined using sieve analysis. 

Table 3.2: Solids Properties 

Property 

Density, p s 
2700 kg/m3 

Average Particle 

Diameter, D p 

673 urn 

Packed Bed Voidage, ePb 0.42 

Sphericity, <|>s 
0.95 
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3.4 Experimental Procedure 

The cold flow hydrodynamic experiments were conducted using a procedure that 

was developed in this research. The steps outlined were followed each time an 

experiment was conducted. 

3.4.1 Hydrodynamics 

Before air was turned on to the system the apparatus was inspected to ensure all 

flanges were fastened. It is important to ensure there are no air leaks into the surrounding 

environment. Air leaks could affect material balances and make it difficult for dust 

control. The U-tube water manometers were zeroed for accuracy purposes. The 

manometers were mounted to the wall and chart paper was used to read the manometer 

heights. The data acquisition software was loaded. Pressure measurements were logged 

to a file every 20 seconds. Since flow is in the same direction of gravity, when the air is 

off the solids freely drain down the downer into the lower standpipe. Eventually the 

lower standpipe is completely filled with solids and then the solids fill the downer itself. 

Once the software was running and the apparatus inspected the main air supply 

valve was turned on. Air flows through 1.9 cm copper tubing through a pressure 

regulator into the air manifold system. The pressure regulator was maintained at 552 

kPa. This allowed adequate pressure drop across the regulator from the building supply 

air. Air flowed into the riser rotameter through a 2.54 cm copper line. A 6.35 mm 

copper line branched off the main supply line and supplied air to the other rotameters. 

Air hose was used to connect the copper tubing to the rotameters. From the rotameters 

air hose was used again to supply air to the various locations on the unit. 
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Due to the size of the riser rotameter, this rotameter must operate with 207 kPa 

back pressure. Since a back pressure regulator was not installed with this rotameter, a 

valve at the outlet of the rotameter was used to control the back pressure. Flow should be 

initiated slowly to ensure safe operation of the rotameter. Once the riser air flow is set at 

the desired rate, the air flows into the lower standpipe are turned on: L-valve air and 

secondary air. This should initiate solids flowing through the L-valve and up the riser 

and eventually into the upper standpipe. 

As stated previously, initially the lower standpipe is completely full of solids. 

Therefore, in order to initiate circulation the solids must be moved out of the lower 

standpipe to the top of the unit. Since solids are being circulated from the bottom to the 

top, the solids inventory in the lower standpipe will begin to decrease from its initially 

full height. Once the lower standpipe has a solids inventory of about 1.7 m, the 

distributor and feed air flows are set at the desired values. A set of experiments was 

conducted at a given distributor air flow rate and various feed air flows (10, 21, 32 

L/min) for both a high and low upper standpipe solids inventory. The experiments began 

by setting the feed air equal to 10 L/min and low solids inventory in the upper standpipe. 

With the distributor and feed air flows set, fine tuning of the lower standpipe air is 

required to maintain a stable bed height. Once the bed height has stabilized (-2-3 cm 

change over 10-15 min), the system is ready to take measurements. It takes 

approximately one hour to reach steady state. 

Hydrodynamic experiment procedure: 

1. Record the lower standpipe pressure drop from the data acquisition program. 

2. Record the rotameter scale readings and pressures. 
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3. Record the manometer height readings. 

4. Measure the solids flux in the lower standpipe by measuring the time it takes 

the rod to fall a given distance. Repeat this measurement. 

5. Record the height of solids in the lower standpipe. 

6. Measure the solids flux in the upper standpipe by measuring the time it takes 

the rod to fall a given distance. Repeat this measurement. 

7. Record the height of solids in the upper standpipe. 

It takes approximately 10 minutes to complete the measurements. Any observations on 

the unit operation were also recorded. The same measurement procedure was followed 

for each experiment. 

Once all measurements were taken for a feed air value of 10 L/min, the feed air 

was increased to 21 L/min for the same distributor air flow. Fine tuning of the lower 

standpipe air was needed to achieve a stable bed height. Once the unit reached steady 

state again, the measurements were repeated. Next the feed air was increased to 32 

L/min the procedure repeated again. After this measurement was done, the lower 

standpipe air flow was increased to circulate the solids back up to the top of the unit and 

achieve a higher solids inventory in the upper standpipe. Once the solids height in the 

upper standpipe reached approximately 1.6 m the secondary air flow was decreased in 

order to achieve a stable height. The experiments were repeated with feed air flows of 

32, 21, 10 L/min respectively. 

Experiments were conducted with distributor air flows ranging from 18 to 45 

L/min. The procedure that was indicated above, was completed for each given distributor 

air flow. 
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The experimental data collected was entered into Excel. Visual Basic Macro 

Add-Ins were used to analyze the data in Microsoft Excel. From the pressure drop data 

in the upper standpipe and the Ergun Equation (Equation 2.3), the distribution of gas 

flowing in the standpipe could be determined. Then from material balances, the quantity 

of gas flowing down the downer was calculated. See Appendix C for a detailed sample 

calculation. 

3.4.2 Tracer Tests - Without Sparger Air Flow 

To confirm the calculations done with the Ergun equation, carbon dioxide was 

injected with the distributor and feed air flows. Gas samples were withdrawn from 

within the bed of solids in the upper standpipe and downer. The tracer tests were 

conducted on selected distributor and feed air flow combinations. These repeat 

experiments were selected to span a wide range of operating conditions and gas flow 

distribution in the upper standpipe. 

The procedure followed for these tests is similar to the procedure outlined above. 

Steady state conditions were achieved as indicated in the previous section. A gas sample 

was withdrawn from the upper standpipe to determine the baseline condition. Once 

steady state was achieved, CO2 was injected at the desired location by manually 

switching a valve, which turned the air off and the CO2 on. For example, when the feed 

air was being tested, steady state conditions were reached with air flowing through the 

feed air line. Once steady state was achieved, the air was turned off and CO2 turned on to 

flow through that line. Similarly, the tracer distributor air was tested. The manual valve 
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switching did cause some disturbances in the system. However with fine tuning of the 

lower standpipe secondary air flow, steady state was achieved again. 

Since the tracer study focused on the upper standpipe, the only measurements that 

were taken involve the rotameter air flows and upper standpipe pressure drop. Two gas 

samples were also taken: upper standpipe and downer. The gas sample was withdrawn 

from the rod mentioned in the description of the apparatus (Section 3.2.1) and the downer 

sample was withdrawn from a wall port at the top of the downer. Gas samples were 

taken at various time intervals after CO2 injection. The samples were analyzed with the 

gas chromatograph (GC). 

3.4.3 Sparger Hydrodynamics 

To further evaluate the gas flow distribution in the upper standpipe a preliminary 

set of hydrodynamic experiments were conducted with air flowing through the secondary 

sparger in the upper standpipe. The first set of experiments were completed at a 

distributor air flow of 36 L/min and feed air flow of 21 L/min. Sparger air flows ranged 

from 15 to 64 L/min. These tests were completed for both a high and low solids 

inventory in the upper standpipe. The results of these experiments lead to further testing. 

To study the effects of distributor air on the hydrodynamics in the downer with 

the sparger air on, two other distributor air flows were tested, 0 and 18 L/min. These 

experiments were conducted at a feed air of 21 L/min and sparger air of 15 L/min at a 

low solids inventory. The procedure followed for these hydrodynamic tests is the same 

as that outline previously. Calculations were also done to evaluate the gas distribution in 

the upper standpipe. 
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3.4.4 Tracer Tests - With Sparger Air Flow 

Again tracer tests were performed to verify the gas flow calculations. Steady 

state was reached with air flowing through the sparger. The valves were manually 

switched at steady state to now have CO2 flowing through the sparger. Gas samples were 

withdrawn from the upper standpipe and downer at various time intervals after CO2 

injection and these samples were then analyzed with the GC. 

3.4.5 Gas Chromatograph 

For the tracer test gas sample analysis, a Hewlett Packard (HP) 6890 gas 

chromatograph (GC) and HP Chemstation software have been used. The GC contains a 

thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The Chemstation software contains all the 

necessary tools for instrument control, data acquisition, and sample analysis. 

Two columns are contained within this GC: a HP Plot Molecular Sieve and a HP 

Plot Q. The Plot MS can be used to separate oxygen, nitrogen, methane, and carbon 

monoxide. The Plot Q is used to separate carbon dioxide and heavier hydrocarbons. 

Since the primary focus of the gas analysis in this work is to determine the presence of 

CO2 in air, separation of air into its respective components (O2 and N 2 ) is not required. 

Since the Plot MS cannot have CO2 containing gas flowing through it, a valve switching 

procedure was entered into the GC to ensure gas flow through the Plot Q only. The 

details of the GC method can be found in Appendix D. 

An analytical method was set up with the Chemstation software to analyze the 

CO2 concentration in the gas. The total analysis time for the sample is 2.8 min. Helium 

gas is used as the carrier gas. The GC was calibrated with three samples of CO2: 1%, 
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30% and 99.7%. As part of the calibration procedure, air samples were tested in the GC. 

The results of these runs are highlighted in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Air Sample GC Analysis 

Run C 0 2 mol % Air mole % 

1 0.05 99.95 

2 0.05 99.95 

3 0 100 

4 0 100 

5 0 100 

6 0 100 

The GC did detect small quantities of CO2 for some runs. As air naturally contains small 

quantities of CO2, it is possible for air to have the level of CO2 detected by the GC. Wark 

and Warner (1981) indicate that air naturally contains 0.033±0.001 mole % C 0 2 . Due to 

the calibration procedure used in this work, the detection of CO2 at low levels is not 

entirely accurate. The minimal detection limit in this work is 1%. The results of the GC 

are accurate to within a 95% confidence interval. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the hydrodynamics experiments are discussed in detail in this 

chapter. Firstly, the results of the experiments with no air flow through the sparger are 

investigated. The downer hydrodynamics and upper standpipe gas distribution are 

presented. To verify the distribution of gas between the upper standpipe and downer, 

tracer tests results are presented. Secondly, the upper standpipe hydrodynamic 

experiments conducted with sparger air flow will be presented along with the tracer test 

results. To determine the effects of sparger air flow on the downer hydrodynamics and 

upper standpipe flow, comparisons between sparger air flow and no sparger air flow 

results are made. 

4.1 Hydrodynamics - Without Sparger Air Flow 

4.1.1 Downer 

A parametric study was completed on the operating variables within the 

circulating system to determine the hydrodynamic effects of the distributor, feed air, and 

solids inventory on the downer. The measured solids velocity in the upper standpipe 

(USUSP) is directly related to the solids flux in the downer. From the measured solids 

velocities, the mass flow of solids circulating throughout the system is determined by: 

(4.1) 

where: 

solids mass flow rate, kg/s 
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ps solids density, kg/m3 

USUSP solids velocity in USP, m/s 

spb gas voidage at packed bed conditions 

A asp USP cross-sectional area 

The solids flux in the downer, GSDOW , is calculated as: 

GSDOW = (4-2) 
"•DOW 

where: 

GSDow downer solids flux, kg/(m2-s) 

^ D O P T downer cross-sectional area, m 2 

The pressure drop across the bed of solids in the upper standpipe was measured. 

From the Ergun equation (Equation 2.3), the gas velocity in the upper standpipe was 

determined as outlined in Appendices C and E. For the range of conditions tested in this 

work, gas flow in the upper standpipe can occur in both the upwards and downwards 

directions. If gas is flowing down relative to the standpipe wall, the flow rate of gas in 

the downer is calculated as follows: 

QgDOW = QgDIST QgFEED QgUSP (4-3) 

where: 

QgDOw volumetric gas flow in downer, L/min 

QgDiST volumetric gas flow in distributor air, L/min 

QgFEED volumetric gas flow in downer feed air, L/min 

Qgusp volumetric gas flow in USP, L/min 
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On the other hand, if gas is flowing up relative to the standpipe wall, the flow rate of 

gas flowing down the downer is calculated as: 

QgDOW = QgDIST + QgFEED ~ QgUSP (4-4) 

The superficial gas velocity in the downer is the quantity of gas flowing down the downer 

divided by the downer cross-sectional area: 

U = Q G D O W (4 5) 
^ODOW J v*-J/ 

ADOW 

A complete sample calculation is given in Appendix C. Figure 4.1 shows the 

superficial gas velocity in the downer versus the flux. The solids flux into the downer 

achieved in this work ranges from 110 to 235 kg/(m2-s). The superficial gas velocity in 

the downer ranged from 0.96 to 2.21 m/s. At a constant distributor air flow, an increase 

in feed air causes a small decrease in the solids flux into the downer. As feed air 

increases, a higher back pressure is exerted on the incoming solids flow. This makes it 

more difficult for the solids to flow through the orifices since they are flowing against a 

larger resistance. This was observed for all distributor and feed air flow rates tested in 

this work. An increase in feed air also causes an increase in the superficial velocity in the 

downer. Thus, an increase in feed air corresponds to an increase in downer superficial 

velocity and a decrease in downer solids flux. 

Figure 4.1 also illustrates how the distributor air affects the downer 

hydrodynamics. As the distributor air is increased, it pushes more solids through the 

orifices and thus increases the flux in the downer. An increase in distributor air also 

increases the superficial velocity in the downer. A change in feed air increases the gas 
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superficial velocity in the downer more compared to a similar increase in distributor air 

flow rate; however, a feed air increase has a slight negative impact on solids flux. 

A parametric study was completed on the solids inventory in the upper standpipe 

to determine the effects of inventory on the flows in the system. As Figure 4.2 illustrates, 

the same solids flux can be achieved with both a high and low solids inventory in the 

upper standpipe. The solids downer flux is controlled by the distributor and feed air flow 

rates. This is an advantage of the distributor design used in this work. 

As discussed in Section 2.2, Zhang et al. (1999) controls the flux into their 

downer by controlling a solids valve at the riser entrance. An increase in solids flux 

through the riser corresponds to an increase in flux into the downer as the solids feed 

tubes to the downer are surrounded by a bed of solids maintained at minimum 

fluidization conditions. In order to maintain minimum fluidization conditions, auxiliary 

air flow rates must be adjusted in relation to the increase in solids flux. 

The benefits of the distributor used in this work are twofold. Firstly, it has 

operational benefits as the unit is easier to operate. The solids flux into the downer can 

be adjusted by one control (distributor air flow rate). Also, less air is required to achieve 

the solids fluxes in this work as the solids bed in the upper standpipe is not required to be 

at minimum fluidization conditions. Secondly, there is an economic benefit as a large 

solids inventory, and therefore large vessels, are not required to achieve a high solids 

flux. 

Figures 4.3 to 4.5 illustrate the effects of superficial velocity and solids flux on 

the pressure profile in the downer. P r ef is the pressure measurement taken 0.12 m below 

the solids entry point. This point is shown as PI (on the downer) in Figure 3.1. At a 
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constant solids flux, a change in superficial velocity does effect the pressure profiles. As 

superficial velocity is increased, the positive gradient in the bottom section of the downer 

becomes smaller. This smaller positive pressure gradient is associated with a more dilute 

bed in the constant velocity section. A longer first acceleration section can also occur at 

higher gas superficial velocities. 

4.1.2 Upper Standpipe 

A parametric study was completed on the upper standpipe to determine the effects 

of distributor air, downer feed air, and solids inventory on the flow mechanisms in the 

upper standpipe. The solids inventory was measured from the bottom of the upper 

standpipe above the flanged distributor region. The solids inventory was set at either 0.9 

m representing a low solids inventory (USPL) or 1.6 m representing a high inventory 

(USPH). 

Table 4.1 summarizes the gas flow distribution in the upper standpipe for the 

range of conditions tested in this work. Normally a standpipe is included in the 

circulation system as a means to build up pressure. For this application, the function of 

the upper standpipe is to build up pressure to enhance the flow of solids through the 

orifices. For the pressure build up to occur upwards flow of gas in the upper standpipe is 

required. At lower distributor and downer feed air flow rates, the gas flow in the upper 

standpipe is down relative to the standpipe wall. As these flow rates are increased, there 

is a transition region between upwards and downwards flow. This transition region 

occurs around a bed pressure drop in the upper standpipe of approximately 15 Pa/m. This 

pressure drop is normally achieved at distributor flow rates below 27 L/min. At 
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distributor air flows of 36 L/min and 45 L/min gas flowed up the standpipe for all feed 

conditions tested. Due to the nature of the transition region, it was difficult to obtain 

repeatable data at distributor air flow rates close to the transition region. A change in 

pressure drop across the upper standpipe of 1 mm H2O could change the direction of gas 

flow in the upper standpipe (based on calculations done with Equation 2.3). 

Table 4.1: Gas Flow Direction in Upper Standpipe 

Distributor Air Downer Feed Solids Bed Upper 

Flow (L/min) Air Flow Height Standpipe Gas 

(L/min) Flow Direction 

18 10, 21 Low Down 

18 32 Low Up 

18 10, 21 High Down 

18 32 High Up 

27 10 Low Down 

27 21, 32 Low Up 

27 10,21,32 High Up 

36 10, 21, 32 Low Up 

36 10, 21, 32 High Up 

45 10, 21, 32 Low Up 

45 10, 21, 32 High Up 
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Solids velocity versus superficial gas velocity in the upper standpipe is shown in 

Figure 4.6. A positive gas velocity represents downwards gas flow. Conversely, a 

negative velocity represents upwards gas flow. In order for gas to be flowing down the 

standpipe, the gas must be entering the standpipe with the solids exiting from the riser 

cyclone. Some gas will exit through the air filters in the upper standpipe while the 

remaining gas will be entrained with the moving packed bed of solids and flow down the 

standpipe. To qualitatively confirm this, a bag was placed around the air filters on the 

upper standpipe. Gas was detected flowing out of the air filters even for the conditions 

when gas is flowing down relative to the standpipe wall. For the cases when gas is 

flowing up the standpipe relative to the wall, a portion of the distributor air bypasses the 

solids orifices and flows up the standpipe. This condition will be discussed in greater 

detail later. 

An increase in downer feed air flow for a constant distributor air flow causes a 

decrease in upper standpipe solids velocity (Figure 4.6); see also Figure 4.1. As feed air 

increases, the back pressure at the top of the downer will also increase. This makes it 

more difficult for the solids to flow through the orifices as they are flowing against a 

larger resistance. This phenomenon is observed for both upwards and downwards gas 

flow in the upper standpipe. 

The effects of the solids height in the upper standpipe can also be seen in Figure 

4.6. With a distributor flow rate of 27 L/min, the pressure of the distributor air is great 

enough to overcome the pressure head of solids and gas flows up the standpipe. 

However, at this distributor flow rate, an increase in feed air causes the solids velocity to 

decrease slightly and gas velocity to increase independently of the bed height. As the 
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distributor air is increased to 36 L/min, the effect of the bed height on the gas velocity 

is apparent. At higher solids heights, an increase in feed air has a stronger influence on 

the solids velocity compared to lower solids heights. As well for the same feed and 

distributor flow rates, a higher absolute superficial gas velocity is achieved at a lower bed 

height. Since there is less pressure head from the solids at lower heights, this results in 

higher gas velocities and lower solids velocities. Similarly, at a distributor rate of 45 

L/min, a higher gas velocity and lower solids velocity is achieved at a lower bed height. 

The effects of distributor air changes can be seen in Figure 4.6. An increase in 

distributor air significantly increases both the gas and solids velocities in the upper 

standpipe. Distributor air flow rate changes have a larger effect on the gas and solids 

velocity in the upper standpipe compared to changes in feed air flow rates. For example, 

an increase of 10 L/min in the distributor air flow rate increases the upper standpipe 

solids velocity 20%. To achieve a similar increase in the upper standpipe solids velocity, 

the feed air flow rate must be decreased by 20 L/min. The distributor air rate should be 

used to control to solids flux into the downer. Nonetheless, because it has an effect on 

the solids flux, the feed flow rate must be considered in the design. Reasonable control 

of the of the solids flux can be achieved through distributor air flow adjustments. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the effects of the relative velocity (llr = Ug -Us) in 

the upper standpipe on the solid and gas velocities respectively. To simplify the data 

presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the data presented are average values for the two series 

of experiments conducted. A positive relative velocity indicates the gas velocity is 
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downwards and greater than the solids velocity. With a negative relative velocity, the gas 

velocity can be downwards and have a magnitude smaller than the solids velocity or the 

gas velocity is upwards with a magnitude less or greater than the solids velocity. When 

gas is flowing down the standpipe, for a constant distributor air and bed height as the 

downer feed air is increased, the solids velocity and gas velocity both decrease in 

magnitude (Figure 4.6). The overall affect on the flow in the standpipe is an increase in 

the relative velocity. For the relative velocity to increase in magnitude, the change in gas 

velocity must be greater than the change in solids velocity. On the other hand, when gas 

is flowing up the standpipe, for a constant distributor air and bed height as the downer 

feed air is increased, the solids velocity decreases while the gas velocity increases in 

magnitude. The overall affect on the flow in the standpipe is still an increase in the 

relative velocity caused by a greater change in the gas velocity compared to the change in 

solids velocity. 

In Figure 4.8 the effects of changes to the gas velocity in the upper standpipe are 

also apparent. As shown in Figure 4.8, all points for the various distributor air flows, 

feed air flows, and solids inventory heights lie on a straight line. This indicates that 

changing the conditions within the upper standpipe has a greater influence on the gas 

velocity, and the order of magnitude of the solids velocity is relatively constant. Due to 

the size of the diameter of the upper standpipe, a small change in the solids velocity 

results in a significant change in the solids flux in the downer. 

The majority of the distributor gas will flow down with the solids through the 

orifices, however a portion of the air will not. The portion of the air that does not flow 

into the solids orifices will be designated as the gas that bypasses the orifices and flows 
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up the standpipe. The effects of gas bypassing through the upper standpipe are presented 

in Figure 4.9. The data presented in Figure 4.9 are average values from the repeated data 

points. Due to the overburden weight from a high solids inventory, a lower portion o f the 

distributor air will be lost up the standpipe. For example, a distributor air flow of 45 

L/min and feed air flow of 21 L/min approximately 17.7% and 27.8% of the distributor 

air flows up the standpipe for a high and low solids inventory respectively, a difference of 

10.1%. 

An increase in distributor air also causes an increase in the gas bypassing 

occurring in the upper standpipe. Increasing the distributor air from 36 L/min to 45 

L/min (feed air equal to 21 L/min) caused an increase in gas bypassing of 7.4% for a low 

solids inventory in the upper standpipe. An increase in feed air from 21 L/min to 32 

L/min for a distributor flow of 45 L/min caused an increase in of gas bypassing of 

approximately 5.7%. 

From the data presented in the Figure 4.9, although the distributor and feed air 

flow rates influence the flow mechanisms in the upper standpipe, the solids inventory 

height has the greatest impact on the proportion of distributor gas bypassing that occurs 

in the upper standpipe. 

4.1.3 Tracer Tests 

To confirm the gas flow distribution calculated using the Ergun equation, CO2 

was injected with the downer feed air or distributor air flow streams. Gas samples were 

withdrawn 0.62 m from the bottom of the upper standpipe using the sampling rod (see 

Section 3.2.1 for details) and 0.12 m below the solids entry point in the downer. 
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Sampling port P3 is located just above the bed of solids in the upper standpipe 

and port P2 is located 0.43 m above P3. The samples from P2 and P3 were withdrawn by 

a fitting located at the wall of the upper standpipe. The sample from the LSP was 

extracted from a fitting located at the wall 0.46 m above the bottom of the lower 

standpipe. 

The samples were withdrawn at various time intervals after continuous CO2 

injection had begun. Based on the gas velocity determined from the Ergun equation, the 

time required for a sample of gas to reach the sampling rod was determined. The 

sampling times were adjusted to ensure a representative sample of gas was withdrawn. 

4.1.3.1 Injection with Feed Air 

CO2 was injected with the downer feed air stream to verify no feed air would flow 

out the solids orifices and up the upper standpipe. The most likely cases for feed air to 

flow against the solids are the cases of low distributor air and high feed air flow rates. In 

these cases, the pressure head exerted by the downer feed air could perhaps overcome the 

pressure due to the inflowing distributor air and solids flow, and feed air could flow up 

the standpipe. If back mixing or axial dispersion were occurring in the upper standpipe, 

CO2 tracer injected with the feed air would be detected in the upper standpipe. To detect 

if dispersion was occurring tracer tests were completed over 90 minutes. 

As the results in Table 4.2 indicate, three conditions were tested to ensure no 

downer feed air would eventually flow up the standpipe. The results indicate no downer 

feed air flowed up the standpipe. Based on the quantities of gas flowing in the upper 

standpipe and downer, a CO2 material balance can be completed as follows: 
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C021N=xCOiCYL*QgFEED (4.6) 

where: 

CO21N volumetric flow of CO2 in, L/min 

XCO2CYL mole fraction of CO2 in gas cylinder 

C02OUT = XCOjjSp *Qgusp +Xco2DOW * QgDOw (4-7) 

where: 

CO20UT volumetric flow of CO2 out, L/min 

XCO2USP
 m ° l e fraction of CO2 in USP 

XCO2DOW
 m ° l e fraction of CO2 in downer 

The error in the material balance is calculated as: 

% error = CO -CO 
com 

(4.8) 

The average values of the detailed results presented in Appendix F are used in 

Table 4.2. Small quantities of CO2 were however detected at early times (see Tables F . l 

to F.3 in Appendix F). The trace quantities of CO2 detected are a result of the 

experimental error associated with the GC. Based on the calibration procedure used in 

this work the GC is accurate to detect 1% CO2. The error associated with the CO2 

material balances ranges from 18.0 % to 21.9 %. Material balance error is a compounded 

result of the rotameter scale readings, GC detection, pressure measurements, and gas 

distribution calculations using the Ergun calculation. Considering all the sources of error, 

closures of the material balances shown in Table 4.2 are reasonable. 



Table 4.2: Summary of CO2 in Downer Feed Air Tracer Test Results 

Run Distributor Downer Height of Downer % C 0 2 % c o 2 Material Material % Error in 

Number Air Flow, Feed Air Solids in Solids in in Balance, Balance, Material 

Flow, USP (m) Flux, USP Downer CO CO Balance 

(L/min) QgFEED 
GsDOW (L/min) (L/min) 

(L/min) (kg/(m2-s)) 

F l 8.93 10.01 0.96 95 0 10.07 2.91 2.28 21.9 

F2 17.85 19.03 0.94 125 0 12.14 5.54 4.54 18.0 

F3 35.70 10.01 0.98 191 0 5.61 2.91 2.35 19.5 

VO 
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4.1.3.2 Injection with Distributor Air 

CO2 was also injected with the distributor air flow stream. The results of the eight 

conditions tested in this work are presented in Table 4.3. The objective of this work was 

to verify the gas flow distribution in the upper standpipe over a wide range of operating 

conditions. Distributor air flows ranging from 14 L/min to 35 L/min were tested Runs 

D3 and D4 experienced a pressure drop in the upper standpipe that lead to gas flowing 

down relative to the standpipe wall. Since no gas was detected in the sample withdrawn 

from the upper standpipe, gas must be flowing down and the Ergun calculation is correct. 

For all other runs, gas was calculated as flowing up relative to the standpipe wall. The 

results of the tracer tests are consistent with Ergun calculations as CO2 was detected in 

the upper standpipe sample. 

Similar to the feed air tracer tests, a CO2 material balance was also conducted. 

The CO2 entering the system is calculated as follows: 

CQlN ~ XC02CYL *QgDIST ^) 

The C02OUT and % error were calculated as indicated in Equations 4.7 and 4 8. The 

error associated in this work ranges from 0.05 to 20.5 %. Once again this error is related 

to the rotameter scale readings, GC detection, pressure measurements, and gas 

distribution calculation using the Ergun equation. Refer to Appendix G for the detailed 

results of the distributor air tracer tests. The average values of the detailed results in 

Appendix G are presented in Table 4.3. 



Table 4.3: Summary of CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Results 

Run Distributor Downer Height of Downer % C 0 2 % C 0 2 in Material Material % Error in 

Number Air Flow, Feed Air Solids in Solids Flux, in Downer Balance, Balance, Material 

and Flow 
QgDIST 

Flow, USP (m) GsDOW USP CO CO Balance 

Direction (L/min) QgFEED 

(L/min) 

(kg/(m2s)) (L/min) (L/min) 

Dl - Up 13.81 31.84 0.93 107 12.67 9.65 4.09 4.51 10.3 

D2 -Up 13.89 31.84 1.57 108 17.26 9.54 4.11 4.48 9.00 

D3 - Down 13.81 21.23 0.95 114 0.00 11.96 4.09 4.52 10.6 

D4 - Down 20.63 10.61 1.01 145 0.00 15.76 6.11 5.26 13.9 

D5 -Up 20.63 21.23 0.94 142 5.87 14.76 6.11 6.14 0.05 

D6 -Up 21.05 21.23 0.96 138 14.33 12.59 6.23 5.57 10.6 

D7 -Up 29.18 31.84 0.94 164 26.86 13.75 8.15 9.83 20.5 

D8 -Up 34.52 21.23 0.99 202 25.04 16.64 10.22 10.47 2.44 
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4.2 Hydrodynamics - With Sparger Air Flow 

4.2.1 Upper Standpipe 

To investigate the effects of adding air into the upper standpipe, a preliminary 

study was completed where air was added to the upper standpipe through the ring sparger 

mentioned earlier (see Section 3.2.1). A set of experiments was conducted at a constant 

distributor air flow of 36 L/min and a constant feed air of 21 L/min. This combination of 

distributor and feed air flow rates was used as this condition is away from the upper 

standpipe gas flow transition region and distributor gas bypassing is occurring. As a 

result of the industrial application of using this reactor configuration for thermal cracking 

reactions a regenerator is required to burn the coke off the solid particles. The upper 

standpipe was investigated as an alternative for the regenerator. The amount of air 

required to partially oxidize the coke depositions on the solid particles to carbon 

monoxide was determined. This meant that the sparger air flows should range from 0 to 

64 L/min for both low and high solids inventory heights in the upper standpipe. 

Figure 4.10 illustrates the results of the sparger hydrodynamic experiments 

conducted for various sparger air flow rates and bed heights. A higher gas velocity in the 

upper standpipe is achieved at a lower bed height for a constant distributor, feed, and 

sparger air flow. The influence of the bed height results from the overburden weight of 

the solids. At a higher solids inventory, it is more difficult for the gas to flow upwards 

relative to the downwards flowing solids due to the overburden of the solids, thus a lower 

gas velocity in the upper standpipe is achieved. 



Figure 4.10: Effects of Varying Sparger Air Flow Rates on the Quantity of Gas Flowing in the Upper Standpipe 
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For the same experiments shown in Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 illustrates the effect 

of air flow in the upper standpipe with different levels of sparger air. This figure 

confirms the influence of the bed height on the gas flow. As with an increase in 

distributor air (Figure 4.6), an increase in sparger air flow increases both the solids and 

gas velocities in the upper standpipe. 

At a sparger flow of 15 L/min and distributor flow of 36 L/min with low solids 

inventory in the upper standpipe, the quantity of gas flowing up the standpipe is greater 

than the gas injected through the sparger (see Figure 4.10). The additional gas flow up 

the standpipe results from the gas bypassing from the distributor air flow. As the sparger 

air rate is increased, a different flow phenomena is observed in the upper standpipe. At 

sparger air flows above 31.5 L/min for both high and low solids inventory, the quantity of 

gas flowing up the standpipe is less than the amount of sparger air. For these cases, a 

portion of the sparger air flows up the standpipe while the remaining portion must be 

flowing down the standpipe. In this case, there will be no gas bypassing from the 

distributor air. Al l distributor air must be flowing into the downer. It is difficult for 

distributor air to flow up the standpipe while sparger air is flowing down. Further tests 

on the upper standpipe should be done to confirm this gas flow distribution. The gas 

flow distribution in the upper standpipe will be discussed in more detail when the results 

from the tracer tests are presented. 

As Figure 4.12 indicates an increase in the gas flow in the upper standpipe 

corresponds to an increase in downer flux. For a distributor air rate of 36 L/min, the 

addition of 17 L/min of sparger air increases the flux by 54 kg/(m2-s). The use of sparger 
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air is not necessarily an economical method to increasing the flux. The addition of 

sparger air also increased the superficial gas velocity in the upper standpipe. As gas 

velocity in the upper standpipe increases, there is an increase in operating costs as more 

air is required. The economics of adding sparger air to increase the downer flux must be 

thoroughly investigated. If the gas flow distribution in the upper standpipe achieved 

leads to the use of the upper standpipe as a regenerator in industrial applications, adding 

air into the upper standpipe is necessary. However, adding air into the upper standpipe 

for the sole purpose of increasing the flux may not be entirely economical. 

4.2.2 Tracer Tests 

Again, to confirm the gas flow distribution calculated using the Ergun equation, 

C 0 2 was injected with the sparger air flow stream. A sample of gas was withdrawn 0.62 

m from the bottom of the upper standpipe and 0.12 m below the solids entry point in the 

downer. The samples were withdrawn at various time intervals after CO2 injection. The 

objective of these experiments was to confirm whether any gas injected through the 

sparger would eventually flow down the downer. 

A summary of the experimental results conducted with CO2 flowing through the 

sparger is outlined in Table 4.4 and more detailed results are shown in Appendix H. The 

average values of the detailed results presented in Appendix H are used in Table 4.4. 

From the work completed, C 0 2 was detected flowing down the standpipe and eventually 

into the downer. In the case presented earlier, when the quantity of gas flowing up the 

standpipe is greater than the amount of sparger air added to the system and distributor gas 



Table 4.4: Summary of CO2 in Sparger Air Tracer Tests Results 

Distributor Downer Sparger Height Downer % C 0 2 % C 0 2 in Material Material % Error in 

Air Flow, Feed Air Air Flow, of Solids Solids Flux, in USP Downer Balance, Balance, Material 

Flow, 
Qg SPARG 

in USP GsDOW CO CO Balance 

(L/min) QgFEED 

(L/min) 

(L/min) (m) (kg/(m2s)) (L/min) (L/min) 

0 21.23 14.20 0.93 113 0.08 10.26 3.96 3.73 5.93 

17.85 21.23 14.20 0.99 183 18.93 6.71 3.96 4.79 20.7 

35.70 21.23 14.65 0.97 234 11.03 4.66 4.09 4.64 13.5 
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bypassing was occurring (Figure 4.12), CO2 was still detected flowing down the downer. 

As stated in the experimental apparatus section, the location of the sparger is located 

about 5.3 cm above the point of solids entry and the orifices on the sparger are facing 

downwards. As well, high velocity jets of gas can be exiting from the orifices causing 

gas and solids mixing near the distributor region. Therefore, if any CO2 flows near the 

distributor region, it will be entrained with the distributor gas and eventually flow into the 

downer. CO2 will be detected in the downer for these conditions. For the cases when 

the amount of gas flowing up the standpipe is less than the amount of sparger air and thus 

gas must be flowing down the standpipe as well, CO2 was detected in the downer 

confirming the results of the Ergun equation calculations. 

Similar to the previous tracer tests, CO2 material balances were also conducted. 

The CO2 entering the system is calculated as follows: 

C021N=xCOiCIL*QgsPARG (4.10) 

The C02OUT and % error were calculated using Equations 4.7 and 4.8. As shown in 

Table 4.4 the error associated with these tests ranges from 5.93 to 20.7%. Similarly to 

the previous tracer tests, the error associated with these experiments results from the 

experimental error associated with the rotameter readings, GC detection, and the 

calculations made using the Ergun equation. 

The objectives of the tests performed in this work were to complete a preliminary 

investigation regarding the gas flow distribution in the upper standpipe with sparger air 

flow. As a starting place, the sparger was located as close to the entrance to the downer 

as possible. If tracer gas were not detected flowing into the downer under this condition, 

this leads to tremendous potential for industrial applications as the upper standpipe could 
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be used as a regenerator. However, as tracer gas was detected flowing into the downer 

for all conditions tested, the sparger could be situated further away from the solids 

orifices. If the sparger were located away from the mixing region occurring at the bottom 

of the upper standpipe, gas from the sparger may not flow into the downer. In order to 

specifically evaluate the potential for gas flow from the sparger to enter the downer, 

detailed knowledge of the transition region between the up flowing gas and the gas that is 

entrained with the solids and flows into the downer is required. 

As tracer gas was detected in the downer, this leads to operational and safety 

concerns for using the standpipe as a regenerator. In the industrial application of 

upgrading bitumen, oxygen would be supplied through the sparger to burn the coke from 

the particles. However if oxygen flows into the downer reactor, this could lead to an 

explosive environment. Therefore, it is not feasible to use the upper standpipe as a 

regenerator. 

Another alternative to changing the gas flow distribution is to decrease the size of 

the solids orifices. Very high fluxes were achieved with the current distributor and solids 

orifices design. Even without distributor and sparger air flows a solids flux of 50 

kg/(m2-s) was achieved in the downer. Since gas will follow the path of least resistance 

as it flows, under the current solids orifices design, it is very easy for the gases near the 

distributor region to flow through the orifices rather than against the gravity pressure 

head of the overburden of solids. A decrease in the solids orifices height could increase 

the resistance to gas flow in that region and cause sparger air added to the system to flow 

up the standpipe. 
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4.3 Error Analysis 

Repeat measurements were conducted to determine the accuracy of the results 

obtained in the laboratory. The solids velocity measurement using the falling rod 

procedure was accurate to within 10%. The accuracy of this measurement depends on 

the repeatability of the human reaction time when using the stopwatch. Error is also 

associated with the pressure measurements taken using the glass U-tube manometers. 

Surface tension effects were seen in the manometers, as the pressure balance around part 

of the circulation loop did not sum to zero (See Appendix C). As well, the chart paper 

used to measure the height difference in the manometers was built for this work. The 

final source of error with the manometers can result from the rubber hose that connected 

the pressure port on the apparatus to the manometers. As the pressure difference was 

very small, a rigid hose could result in more accurate pressure measurements. Electronic 

pressure measuring devices would also give a more accurate result. 

As indicated previously, the Ergun equation (Equation 2.3) was used to calculate 

the gas velocity in the upper standpipe. The gas velocity calculation is only as accurate 

as the Ergun correlation. A 2 mm H 2 0 change in pressure drop across the bed of solids 

in the upper standpipe results in a 14% change in the gas velocity in the upper standpipe. 

Another source of error in this work results from the volumetric air flow 

measurements made with the variable area rotameters. Although these rotameters were 

calibrated, there is still error associated with reading the scale and pressure gauges. Table 

4.5 summarizes the error ranges of each rotameter. 
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Table 4.4: Rotameter Error Ranges 

Rotameter Error Range (L/min) 

Distributor Air ±1.0 

Feed Air ±1.0 

Lower Standpipe Secondary Air ±6.0 

L-valve Air ±4.0 

Riser Air ±26.0 

Sparger Air ±1.0 
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4.4 Pressure Balance 

The first step in understanding the hydrodynamics of a circulating fluidized bed is 

to investigate the pressure balance around part of the circulation loop. The focus of this 

work is the downer reactor and therefore the focus will be on the downer itself as well as 

the upper standpipe and solids distribution system. Therefore, the pressure balance is 

done around the upper standpipe, orifice, and downer as depicted in Figure 4.13. 

The beginning of the pressure balance (zero axial position) is at the top of the 

upper standpipe. Depending on the direction of gas flow, the gas pressure will either 

increase or decrease across the upper standpipe (APUSP)- At the exit of the upper 

standpipe, the gas will experience a pressure drop as it flows through the orifices with the 

solids into the downer, APOR. Upon entering the downer, the pressure will decrease due 

to the rapid solids acceleration and then the pressure will increase as flow approaches the 

fully developed flow region (Refer back to Table 2.2). In the fully developed region, the 

pressure increases linearly in the downer. The pressure gain in the downer is noted as 

APDOW-

Figures 4.14 to 4.16 illustrate the pressure balance around the upper standpipe, 

solids feeder, and downer under conditions of constant downer superficial gas velocity 

for various downer solids fluxes. In Figure 4.14, the solids flux of 123 kg/(m2-s) was 

achieved with a distributor flow of 18 L/min and a gas flow in the downwards direction 

relative to the standpipe wall, indicated by a small pressure decrease in the upper 

standpipe. A similar downer superficial velocity was achieved with a distributor flow of 

36 L/min and downer flux of 199 kg/(m2s). A higher distributor air flow leads to a 
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Figure 4.13: Pressure Balance Around Part of the Circulation Loop 
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higher gas velocity in the upper standpipe and thus a larger pressure increase. As gas and 

solids flow through the orifices, the pressure decreases. Under the conditions of higher 

flux, the quantity of solids and gas flowing through the orifices is higher, leading to a 

higher pressure drop. In the downer, the pressure is relatively constant in the entrance 

region and finally begins to increase. A pressure decrease due to solids acceleration is 

not seen in any of the data collected in this work. The first pressure port measurement on 

the downer was 0.12 m from the point of solids entry. The rapid solid acceleration is 

most likely occurring before the first measurement point. 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 depict the pressure balance for downer superficial velocities 

of 1.52 m/s and 1.99 m/s respectively under different solids flux conditions. In these 

cases, a higher downer superficial gas velocity was achieved by a higher distributor air 

flow rate. A larger pressure gradient in the upper standpipe represents a higher gas flow 

rate. Similarly, a higher pressure drop through the orifices is experienced under higher 

gas and solids flow conditions. Finally, a pressure increase is always observed in the 

downer. 

Figures 4.17 through to 4.18 illustrate the pressure profile in part of the 

circulation loop under constant solids flux and differing downer superficial velocity 

conditions. In Figure 4.17, gas flow is in the downwards direction relative to the upper 

standpipe wall indicated by a negative pressure gradient for a superficial velocity of 0.96 

m/s. When the downer superficial gas velocity is increased to 1.28 m/s, a pressure 

increase is experienced in the upper standpipe. At 1.28 m/s, the gas velocity in the upper 

standpipe is in the downwards direction relative to the standpipe wall, however, the solids 

are moving faster than the gas and thus the gas is being "pulled" down with the solids 
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against the pressure gradient. A higher downer feed air flow rate was used to achieve the 

higher superficial gas velocity in the downer. As a result, less gas flows into the orifices 

due to the increased pressure head from the downer feed air, and consequently, less 

pressure drop is experienced over the orifices at this higher superficial gas velocity. The 

pressure increases as flow progresses through the downer. 

Figure 4.18 illustrates the pressure profile in the circulation loop for a solids flux 

of 159 kg/(m2-s) with downer superficial gas velocities ranging from 1.20 m/s to 1.81 

m/s. Al l three experiments shown have a distributor air flow rate of 27 L/min. A 

superficial velocity of 1.20 m/s is achieved with a feed air flow rate of 10 L/min and low 

solids inventory. A feed air rate of 21 L/min with a high solids inventory is used to 

achieve a 1.52 m/s superficial gas velocity in the downer. Finally, a feed air rate of 32 

L/min with a high solids inventory is used to achieve a 1.81 m/s superficial gas velocity 

in the downer. The pressure increase in the upper standpipe increases as feed air 

increases represented by an increasing pressure gradient as U0DOW changed from 1.20 m/s 

to 1.81 m/s. An increase in feed air, increases the amount of gas bypassing in the upper 

standpipe, and thus reduces the amount of gas flowing through the orifices. This is 

illustrated by a decrease in the pressure drop across the orifices for the highest feed 

condition, at a U0DOW of 1.81 m/s. In the downer, all superficial gas velocity conditions 

portray the same trend in the pressure gradient, a relatively flat gradient at the top 

followed by an increase in pressure as the axial position within the downer increases. 

The relative increase in pressure for various superficial gas velocities was presented in 

Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.18: Pressure Profile in Part of the Circulation Loop at a Constant Downer Flux of 159 kg/(m2s) and Varying Downer 

Superficial Gas Velocity 
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Figure 4.19 presents the pressure profile in part of the circulation loop for a solids 

flux of 194 kg/(m2-s) and downer superficial gas velocities ranging from 1.37 to 1.99 m/s. 

The lowest superficial gas velocity, 1.37 m/s, is achieved with the lowest feed air flow 

rate (10 L/min) thus a lower percentage of distributor gas bypasses up the upper 

standpipe. Consequently, at this condition, the lowest pressure increase in the upper 

standpipe is seen. As the downer superficial gas velocity increases to 1.58 m/s, the feed 

air increases to 21 L/min and the solids inventory was low. An increase in feed air causes 

an increase in the amount of gas bypassing in the upper standpipe, thus increasing the 

quantity of gas flowing up the standpipe and increasing the pressure gradient. A downer 

superficial gas velocity of 1.99 m/s was achieved with a feed air flow rate of 32 L/min 

and high solids inventory. At a feed rate of 32 L/min with high solids inventory, less gas 

bypasses up the upper standpipe compared to a feed air flow rate of 21 L/min and low 

solids inventory (Figure 4.9). Thus, the pressure gradient per unit length of bed is lower 

at the higher feed rate, but the length of bed is higher and thus the overall pressure 

increase is greater compared to a lower bed height. 

Since the downer superficial gas velocity of 1.37 m/s was achieved with the 

lowest feed rate, the highest amount of gas will be flowing through the orifices 

represented by the highest pressure drop. At a downer superficial gas velocity of 1.99 

m/s (high feed air flow rate and high solids inventory), less gas bypasses up the upper 

standpipe and thus more gas flows through the orifices compared to a downer superficial 

gas velocity of 1.37 m/s (lower feed air flow rate and lower solids inventory). In the 

downer, all superficial gas velocity conditions portray the same trend in the pressure 
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Figure 4.19: Pressure Profile in Part of the Circulation Loop at a Constant Downer Flux of 194 kg/(m2s) and Varying Downer 

Superficial Gas Velocity 
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gradient, a relatively flat gradient at the top followed by an increase in pressure along the 

downer. 

Figure 4.20 illustrates the pressure profile in part of the circulation system for a 

downer solids flux of 225 kg/(m2s) and downer superficial gas velocities ranging from 

1.46 to 2.16 m/s. The lowest downer superficial gas velocity is achieved with a feed air 

flow rate of 10 L/min and low solids inventory. As the downer superficial gas velocity 

increases to 1.74 m/s, the feed air flow rate increases to 21 L/min. An increase in feed 

rate for a constant solids inventory increases the quantity of gas bypassing in the upper 

standpipe, increasing the magnitude of gas flowing up the standpipe. It follows that the 

magnitude of pressure increase is higher due to the additional gas flow. As the downer 

superficial gas velocity is increased to 2.16 m/s, the feed air rate was increased to 32 

L/min and the height also increased to a high solids inventory. At a feed rate of 32 L/min 

with high solids inventory, less gas bypasses up the upper standpipe compared to a feed 

air flow rate of 21 L/min and low solids inventory (Figure 4.9). Thus, the pressure 

gradient per unit length of bed is lower at the higher feed rate and solids inventory, but 

the length of bed is higher and thus the overall pressure increase is greater. 

Since a downer superficial gas velocity of 1.46 m/s was achieved with the lowest 

feed rate, the highest amount of gas flows through the orifices represented by the largest 

pressure drop. At a downer superficial gas velocity of 2.16 m/s (high feed air flow rate 

and high solids inventory), less gas bypasses up the upper standpipe and thus more gas 

flows through the orifices compared to a superficial gas velocity of 1.74 m/s (lower feed 

air flow rate and lower solids inventory). Therefore at a superficial gas velocity of 2.16 

m/s, a higher pressure drop (289 Pa) is seen across the orifices compared to the 1.74 m/s 
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Figure 4.20: Pressure Profile in Part of the Circulation Loop at a Constant Downer Flux of 225 kg/(m2s) and Varying Downer 
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condition where the pressure drop is 270 Pa. In the downer, all superficial gas 

velocity conditions portray the same trend in the pressure gradient, a relatively flat 

gradient at the top followed by an increase in pressure as the axial position within the 

downer increases. The rapid acceleration with a negative pressure gradient is not seen in 

this work. It is suspected that the acceleration is occurring before the first pressure 

measurement, 0.12 m away from the solids entry into the downer. 
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CHAPTER 5: MODELING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the modeling completed on the upper standpipe, orifice and downer 

are presented in this chapter. A principal concern for engineers is the use of cold flow 

hydrodynamic data in the scale up of reactors for pilot, demonstration and eventually 

commercial scale. These cold flow models can also provide useful hydrodynamic data 

economically before going to a hot pilot unit. The effects of the operating variables such 

as distributor and downer feed air flow rates and solids inventory height were presented 

in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the experimental data will be combined with 

fundamental reactor engineering principles to provide a mechanistic model for predicting 

the hydrodynamics within the downer system. 

5.1 Downer Model 

The downer model is based on a force balance of the gas and solids phases in a 

control volume. Figure 5.1 illustrates a schematic representation of the forces acting 

within the system. In this model the forces due to the gas and solids gravity streams (Fgg 

and Fgs), gas-to-wall shear stress (rg), solids-to-wall shear stress (TS), gas-to-solids friction 

(Fd), and buoyancy (Fh) are included. 

As with most modeling, a few simplifying assumptions are required. The system 

is assumed to operate at steady state. For practical reasons, the radial gas and solids 

velocity profiles and solids hold-up profile are assumed to be flat and the proposed model 

is one-dimensional. The positive z-direction is indicated downwards, such that z 
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Pz 

Z+AZ 

Figure 5.1: Force Balance on Control Volume 
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increases as you move down the downer. The model consists of momentum and 

continuity balances on the gas and solids phases. 

From Newton's second law, a force or momentum balance on the solids within 

the control volume is shown below: 

ZFsouo =mPU*^t = F*s ~ *s(**>(! -s))-Fb+Fd (5.1) 

where Fgs represents the solids gravity force, rs is the solids-to-wall shear stress, Fb is the 

buoyancy force, and Fd is the gas-to-solids drag. 

Substituting in the force components, Equation 5.1 is expanded into: 

™PUS -f- = psg(l - s)ADOW - r,(«D(l - e))-p g(\ - E)ADOW + 
4 (5.2) 
+ \pg(Us-Us)pG-US\CDAd 

where: 

mp mass of particles in control volume, kg 

Us solids velocity, m/s 

ps solids density, kg/m3 

g gravity, m/s2 

s gas voidage 

ADOW downer cross-sectional area, m 2 

D downer diameter, m 

pg gas density, kg/m3 

CD gas-to-solids drag coefficient 
Ad projected area of particles within control volume, m 2 
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The solid to wall shear stress is calculated as follows: 

T,=\p,Us

2fp (5.3) 

where fp represent the empirical solids-to-wall friction factor. 

Numerous correlations are available in the literature for predicting the solids-to-

wall frictional component in the pressure drop in dilute phase pneumatic transport. The 

solids frictional loss term will be influenced by the solids velocity, solids hold-up, and 

gas-solids slip velocity. Capes and Nakamura (1973) correlated the friction factor as a 

function of the solids velocity and solids hold-up: 

0.206 

''"((i-sX/.r } 

An increase in solids velocity would decrease the frictional contribution to the overall 

pressure gradient. The effect of particle concentration was accounted for in this 

correlation. Konno and Saito (1969) also correlated the frictional component to the solids 

velocity. In this work, they accounted for the diameter of the column, however, the 

solids hold-up was not accounted for: 

0.0285,/gD 

Yang (1978) developed a new solids friction factor correlation including the 

solids hold-up. The number of solid particle collisions is directly proportional to the 

solids hold-up within the system. Yang (1978) correlated experimental data available in 

the literature with direct experimental measurement of the voidage and the particle 

velocity. The particles used in Yang's (1978) work were similar in size to those used in 

this work. The correlation developed by Yang (1978) follows: 
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f„ =0.01025 (l-e) 
V 7 R e 

\-1.021 

(5.6) 
p J 

where: 

Re, terminal Reynolds number, 

Rep particle Reynolds number, 
Dp{Ug-Us)Pi 

In order to calculate the friction factor in Equation 5.6 Yang (1978) used a Reynolds 

number based on a modified terminal velocity, Un (Yang, 1973). An iterative procedure 

is used to determine fp with an initial guess from an unmodified terminal velocity: 

g-
fPus 

2 \ 

2D 3CDp 
(5.7) 

* J 

In the modeling performed in this work, the frictional correlation by Yang (1978) will be 

used. 

The second empirical correlation used in this work is the gas-to-solids drag 

coefficient, G> Commonly, the drag coefficient for a single sphere in an infinite 

expansive fluid, CDS, is given as a function of the particle Reynolds number, Rep. When 

Rep is less than 1, Stoke's law applies: 

24 
C DS Re. 

(5.8) 

When Rep is greater than 1000, Newton's law applies: 

CDS = 0.44 (5.9) 

In the intermediate range of Rep, the following correlation will be used (Bird et al., 1960): 
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C ° s = ^ (5-10) 

Although the drag force of the fluid acting on an isolated single particle moving 

through an infinite expansive stagnant fluid has been thoroughly studied, the 

understanding of the drag force acting on a particle in a multi-particle system is far from 

complete. Wen and Y u (1966) correlated the drag force acting on a particle in 

suspensions as the drag coefficient of a single sphere multiplied by the gas voidage to the 

exponent n: 

CD=CDSs" (5.11) 

From Equation 5.2, the unknowns within the system are the solids velocity and 

solids hold-up for a given superficial velocity and solids mass flow rate. Equation 5.2 is 

re-arranged into a form that can be integrated: 

dU, ftgMV \P,U,>f,{*D(\-s)) 

dz mpU, mrU, 
(5.12) 

1DOW | 2 
m,U, ' ' mpUs 

The solid continuity equation is also required. Conservation of mass yields an equation 

relating the solids hold-up to solids velocity: 

- ( i - ^ + E / * 0 (5.13) 
dz dz 

In order to account for the pressure changes in the downer, a momentum balance 

is performed on the gas phase. Similar to the solids momentum balance, the forces 
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included in the gas balance include gas gravity (Fgg), gas-to-wall shear stress (r g), and 

gas-to-solids friction (Fd): 

_ dU. , s 

2UFGAS =^gUg — = PzAD0!V-Pz+A:ADOfV + Fgg-Tg(nD)-Fd 

(5.14) 

where: 

m g mass of gas in control volume, kg 

The gas-to-wall shear stress is calculated as follows: 

**=\p*Ug

2fg (5.15) 

where: 

fg gas-to-wall friction coefficient 

Substituting in the force components, Equation 5.14 is expanded into: 

dUB 

~PgUs2fg(*D)-\Pg(Ug-U,)\Ug-US\CDA0 

(5.16) 

where fg is the gas to wall friction factor calculated from Blasius friction factor 

(Heidemann et al., 1999) for the intermediate range of flow: 

/ =MZ£1 ( 5. i7) 

Jz R eo.2s * > 

In the laminar region of flow: 
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where: 

Re g gas Reynolds number, 

Equation 5.16 is re-arranged into the form used for integration: 

1 
dUg _ ADOW dP PggeA 2P*Ug

2fg(xD) l-Pg{ug-Us)\Ug-U,\CDAd 

dz mgUg dz mgUg $ z mgUg 

(5.19) 

In order to close the system of equations, a continuity balance is performed on the gas 

phase: 

ds dU£ Ug— + e—^ = 0 
8 dz dz 

(5.20) 

Equations 5.12, 5.13, 5.19, and 5.20 are combined to yield an equation relating the 

pressure profile to the gas velocity, solids velocity, and solids hold-up: 

dP 

Pg8eADOW 

m U 
g g 

f 
m U 

g g 
ADOW 

sU 
s 

V 

2 g g g 
m U 

g g 

2 8\ g 5 
U -U \CNA. g s\ D d 

m U 
g g 

Psg{\s)AD0W \pU2

sfp(»D(l-e)) 

m U 
P s 

m U 
P s 

1-P (u -u ) U -U \cDA, 2 g\ g s) g s\ D d 
m U 

P s 
m U 

P s 

(5.21) 

A computer simulation was developed to solve the system of equations using a 4 

order Runge-Kutta integration routine (See Appendix I). Using the downer superficial 

velocity and solids flux as known parameters, the initial conditions required for the 

simulation are solids hold-up and initial pressure. The downer length is discretized and 
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the key hydrodynamic parameters such as gas and solids velocity, gas voidage, and 

absolute pressure are solved at each interval. 

5.1.1 Comparison of Downer Model to Data from Zhang et al. (1999, 2000) 

The model was compared with the experimental results obtained by Zhang et al. 

(1999, 2000). In their work, a 10.0 cm diameter (9.6 m tall) downer is used with FCC 

particles (average particle diameter is 67 pm). Their lowest superficial downer gas 

velocity (3.7 m/s) and closest conditions to data obtained in this work, was used for 

comparison. Two downer solids fluxes were investigated, 49 kg/(m2-s) and 194 

kg/(m2-s). 

Figure 5.2 to 5.3 illustrate the model results compared with the experimental data 

obtained at a flux of 49 kg/(m -s) using the drag coefficient correlation from Wen and Yu 

(1966, Equation 5.11) with n equal to 680 and no solids-to-wall or gas-to-wall shear 

stress. The pressure profile in the downer is presented in Figure 5.2. P r ef is taken to be 

the pressure measurement at the top of the downer, 0.47 m away from the point of solids 

entry. A relatively good fit exists between the experimental data and model. The model 

accurately predicts the behaviour at the top of the downer but over predicts the pressure 

gradient in developed flow. The solids velocity in the developed region of flow is 

accurately predicted as shown in Figure 5.3. Consequently, the solids hold-up is 

accurately predicted as shown in Figure 5.4. 

The terminal velocity of a single FCC particle in an infinite expansive fluid is 

about 0.2 m/s. In the downer, particle clustering occurs and thus the particles will 
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Figure 5.2: Comparisons Between the Model and Pressure Profde Data of Zhang et al., 1999 for a Solids Flux of 49 kg/(m2s) and 

Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.7 m/s 
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons Between the Model and Velocity Data of Zhang et al., 2 0 0 0 for a Solids Flux of 4 9 kg/(m2s) and Downer 

Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.7 m/s 
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achieve a higher relative velocity compared to the terminal velocity of a single 

particle as illustrated in the work of Zhang et al. (1999, 2000). 

The pressure gradient is presented in Figure 5.5. Due to the limitations of a one-

dimensional model, the rapid acceleration at the entrance region, which would mean a 

decrease in pressure, is not predicted by the model. In order to predict the rapid 

acceleration, the axial solids velocity must be initially close to zero. However, a one-

dimensional model cannot account for zero axial velocity. From the material balance, if 

the solids velocity were zero, the mass flow rate of solids through the system would also 

be zero causing an inconsistency in the equations. 

The effects of accounting for the gas-to-wall shear stress can be seen in Figure 

5.6. Accounting for the gas-to-wall friction modifies the pressure gradient only slightly. 

It decreases dP/dz and thus reduces P-Pref 

The effects of adding the solids-to-wall shear stress are illustrated in Figures 5.7 

to 5.8. The addition of the solids-to-wall friction, causes a decrease in the pressure 

profile as seen in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.8 shows the significant decrease in solids velocity 

caused by accounting for the friction. A simultaneous fit of both the pressure profile data 

and solids velocity data (Zhang et al., 1999, 2000) could not be obtained with the model 

when the solids-to-wall friction was accounted for. Too much drag and friction is 

imposed upon the particles in the model and they are unable to attain the velocities 

reported in the literature. The diameter of the downer column is 0.1 m, this could be 

large enough that solids-to-wall friction is not a dominant force. 

Figures 5.9 to 5.11 illustrate the model prediction capabilities with the downer 

flux of 194 kg/(m2s) and superficial gas velocity of 3.7 m/s. As the solids flux is 
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Figure 5.5: Model Predictions of Pressure Gradient for a Solids Flux of 49 kg/(m2s) and Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.7 m/s 
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Figure 5.8: Comparisons Between the Model and Solids Velocity Data of Zhang et al., 2000 for a Solids Flux of 49 kg/(m2s) and 

Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.7 m/s Showing the Effects of Solids-to-Wall Shear Stress 
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Figure 5.9: Comparisons Between the Model and Pressure Profile Data of Zhang et al., 1999 for a Solids Flux of 194 kg/(m2s) 

Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.7 m/s 
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Figure 5.10: Comparisons Between the Model and Velocity Data of Zhang et al., 2000 for a Solids Flux of 194 kg/(m2s) and Downer 

Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.7 m/s 
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Figure 5.11: Comparisons Between the Model and Solids Hold-Up Data of Zhang et al., 1999 for a Solids Flux of 194 kg/(m2s) and 

Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.7 m/s 
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increased, the solids hold-up also increases. The increase in solids hold-up can lead 

to more particle clustering. As particles tend to cluster, the resultant drag of the gas on 

the particles is lower. For this reason, the drag coefficient was modified to: 

CD = CDSe230 (5.22) 

Quantitatively, the pressure profile as shown in Figure 5.9 is predicted by the 

model. However, the model is under-predicting the pressure, but slightly over-predicting 

the pressure gradient near the end of the downer. The solids velocity is presented in 

Figure 5.10. Solids hold-up is very well predicted by the model as seen in Figure 5.11. 

As the solids hold-up is increased for a constant superficial velocity, the pressure 

gradient also increases as a higher solids hold-up is achieved in the developed flow 

region. An increase in solids flux also increases the solids velocity in the developed 

region of flow. As a result, an increased solids flux extends the total acceleration length. 

With a flux of 49 kg/(m2-s), the flow is developed at approximately 2.0 m however, as 

flux is increased to 194 kg/(m2s), the flow is not developed until approximately 4.0 m. 

5.1.2 Comparison of Downer Model to Data from Herbert et al. (1998) 

The model was also compared with the data presented by Herbert et al. (1998). In 

their work, a 5.0 cm diameter (4.6 m tall) downer is used with FCC particles (average 

particle diameter is 75 um). The model is compared with downer superficial velocities 

ranging from 1.0 to 3.8 m/s and a constant solids flux of 92 kg/(m2s). Figures 5.12 to 

5.15 illustrate the model data compared with the experimental data with a solids flux of 

92 kg/(m2-s) and superficial velocity of 3.8 m/s using the drag coefficient correlation 

from Equation 5.11 with n equal to 20 including both the effects of the gas-to-wall and 
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solids-to-wall shear stresses. The initial conditions used in the model were matched 

with the solids velocity reported in their study. 

The relative velocities between the gas and solids phases as reported by Herbert et 

al. (1998) are much closer to the terminal velocity of a single FCC particle in an infinite 

expansive fluid. Therefore, the effects of friction are not negligible in their reactor. Wall 

friction can account for the lower solids velocities. 

From Figure 5.12, the model is under-predicting the pressure profile, however in 

Figure 5.13 the model is over-predicting the solids velocity. The magnitude of the 

pressure gradient is accurately predicted as shown in Figure 5.15. In Figure 5.14, the 

model is predicting a trend opposite to that of the experimental data. The model is 

predicting a decreasing solids hold-up while the data is showing a slight increase in the 

solids hold-up. The initial solids hold-up in the model was set to match the initial solids 

velocity. Herbert et al. (1998) indicate that the particles are decelerated by the gas phase. 

In order for the model to more accurately predict the solids velocity, a larger 

amount of drag is required on the particles to slow them down. A modified Co could not 

be found with the model to better predict the solids velocity at the conditions of 92 

kg/(m 2s) with a superficial velocity of 3.8 m/s. The solids-to-wall shear stress 

component was included in the modeling of the data published by Herbert et al. (1998) as 

the downer diameter in this work is only 5.0 cm and therefore, solids-to-wall friction is 

expected to influence the results substantially. 

The model was also compared with the data presented by Herbert et al. (1998) at 

the solids flux of 92 kg/(m2-s) and superficial velocity of 1.0 m/s. Figures 5.16 to 5.19 

illustrate the model predictions including the solids-to-wall and gas-to-wall factional 
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Figure 5.12: Comparisons Between the Model and Pressure Profile Data of Herbert et al., 1998 for a Solids Flux of 92 kg/(m2s) and 

Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.8 m/s 
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Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.8 m/s 
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Downer Superficial Gas Velocity of 3.8 m/s 
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Figure 5.15: Comparisons Between the Model and Pressure Gradient Data of Herbert et a l , 1998 for a Solids Flux of 92 kg/(m2s) and 
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components and using the solids-to-gas drag correlation in Equation 5.11 with n equal 

to 65. The parameter n was determined by fitting the pressure profile data. As the 

downer superficial gas velocity is decreased, particle clustering will occur and thus the 

resultant drag of the gas on the particles is lower. 

The model is accurately predicting the pressure profile as shown in Figure 5.16. 

A comparison could not be made to solids velocity data as none was published by 

Herbert et al. (1998). Figure 5.17 illustrates the model predictions for the axial velocity 

profiles. However, solids hold-up data was available for comparison. As shown in 

Figure 5.18, the model is not predicting the same trend in solids hold-up as the data. 

Solids hold-up is increasing with the downer axial position according to Herbert et al. 

(1998). In order for this to occur, the solids velocity must be decreasing. The reasons for 

a decrease in solids velocity are not apparent. In the unit used in this work, an increase in 

solids velocity is always expected because of the solids feeder configuration. In Figure 

5.19, there is a relatively good fit between the model predictions and the pressure 

gradient data. 

A decrease in gas superficial velocity from 3.8 m/s to 1.0 m/s, increases the solids 

hold-up within the downer as shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.18. Consequently, particle 

clustering can be enhanced and thus there is less drag on the particles. The particles then 

attain a higher velocity as shown between Figures 5.13 and 5.17. 
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5.1.3 Downer Model Predictions for this Work 

Comparisons between the model and the experimental data in this work are 

presented in Figures 5.20 to 5.22 with a solids flux of 159 kg/(m2-s) and superficial 

velocities ranging from 1.20 to 1.81 m/s. Due to the small diameter of the downer in this 

work, it was assumed that the solids-to-wall and gas-to-wall frictional components are 

significant and therefore, these components are included in the model. The drag is 

calculated using Equation 5.11 with n equal to 40. The initial gas voidage at the top of 

the downer was used to fit the model. The initial voidage does not affect the developed 

flow conditions; it only affects the acceleration seen at the entrance region of the downer. 

The initial pressure used in the model was taken from the experimental data (Pref was 

taken 0.12 m below the solids entry point). 

The results of the pressure profile with a superficial velocity of 1.20 m/s are 

shown in Figure 5.20. Qualitatively the model is predicting the correct trends in the 

approach to developed flow (1.0 to 2.0 m). However, the model is not accurately 

predicting the trends near the entrance region of the downer (0 to 1.0 m). Due to the 

limitation of the one-dimensional model, the entrance region could not be accurately 

predicted by the model. Similarly in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 the pressure profiles for a 

superficial velocity of 1.52 m/s and 1.81 m/s are shown respectively, the model is again 

over-predicting the pressure data collected in the experiments, but matching the pressure 

gradient trend in the lower portion of the downer. The experimental data shows a 

relatively linear increase in pressure near the bottom of the downer indicating the flow is 

developed. 
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Figure 5.20: Comparisons Between the Model and Pressure Profile Data for a Solids Flux of 159 kg/(m2s) and Downer Superficial 

Gas Velocity of 1.20 m/s 
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Figures 5.23 to 5.25 illustrate the effects of changing the superficial velocity 

on the hydrodynamics within the downer as predicted by the model. As superficial 

velocity is increased, the final velocity reached by the solids in the developed region of 

flow is also increased as shown in Figure 5.23. A higher superficial velocity also 

increases the gas voidage within the downer as shown in Figure 5.24. An increase in the 

superficial gas velocity also extends the acceleration regions and thus it takes longer to 

attain developed flow conditions in the downer. Since an increase in superficial velocity 

leads to a more dilute flow in the developed region, the pressure gradient will also be 

lower as shown in Figure 5.25. A more negative pressure gradient is seen in the entrance 

region of the downer when the superficial velocity increases. 

The effects of changing solids flux are shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. Figures 

5.26 and 5.27 present the data with a downer superficial velocity of 1.30 m/s and downer 

solids fluxes of 123 kg/(m2-s) and 199 kg/(m2-s) respectively. In both Figures, the model 

is over-predicting the pressure profile, but correctly predicting the pressure gradient in 

the bottom of the downer as shown previously. The experimental data shows a relatively 

linear increase in pressure near the bottom of the downer indicating the flow is 

developed. 

Figures 5.28 to 5.30 illustrate the effects of changing the solids flux on the 

hydrodynamics within the downer as predicted by the model. Figure 5.28 illustrates the 

effect solids flux has on the solids velocity. An increase in solids flux increases the 

solids velocity. This is consistent with the work reported by Zhang et al. (2000). As 

solids flux is increased, the solids hold-up also increases and thus the particles achieve a 

higher velocity. As the flux is increased, the gas voidage decreases as shown in Figure 
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Figure 5.27: Comparisons Between the Model and Pressure Profde Data for a Solids Flux of 199 kg/(m2s) and Downer Superficial 
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Figure 5.28: Effect of Downer Flux on the Solids Velocity for a Constant Superficial Gas Velocity of 1.30 m/s 
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Figure 5.29: Effect of Downer Flux on Gas Voidage for a Constant Superficial Gas Velocity of 1.30 m/s 
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5.29. As solids flux is increased, a denser bed is formed in the developed region of 

flow, leading to a higher pressure gradient (Figure 5.30). This is consistent with the data 

presented by Zhang et al. (1999). As the solids flux is increased from 123 kg/(m 2s) to 

199 kg/(m2-s), the gas phase exerts more pressure head on the particle acceleration in the 

first acceleration section and therefore, a slight decrease in pressure is seen. 

The downer model presented in this work provides a foundation for future 

modeling on the downer. Due to the limitations of the one-dimensional model, the 

entrance region of the downer was not accurately predicted in this work. The two 

empirical correlations used in this work, Co and fp can account for some of the 

discrepancy between the data and model. Detailed analysis of the correlations is beyond 

the scope of this work. Minor modifications were done on the empirical parameters to 

qualitatively illustrate the effects these parameters have on the system. With adjustments 

to these correlations, a better fit to the data could be obtained. Since only the axial 

pressure gradient was measured in this work, adjustments of the correlations were made 

to fit the pressure profile data. When comparing the work of Zhang et al. (1999, 2000) 

when a fit with the pressure profile was obtained, the fit with the solids velocity was 

relatively good. In the work of Herbert et al. (1998) a relatively good fit was obtained for 

the pressure gradient (Figure 5.15), but the fit with the solids velocity data is not as good 

(Figure 5.13). Also adjustments at different experimental conditions required different 

adjustments to the correlation for the drag coefficient. Inconsistencies between the two 

experimental conditions could relate to the experimental measurements taken and the 

sizes of their columns. 
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5.2 Modeling of Orifice Solids and Gas Flow Rates 

Measurements of the pressure drop across the orifice were made. Figure 5.31 

illustrates the relationship between solids mass flow rate and orifice pressure drop. An 

increase in solids mass flow rate through the orifice corresponds to an increase in the 

pressure drop. Similarly, Figure 5.32 shows that an increase in solids mass flow rate 

corresponds to an increase in gas flow rate across the orifices. 

Numerous correlations are available for predicting the discharge of particles from 

aerated and non-aerated hoppers. The discharge of particles from hoppers is analogous to 

the solids feeder system used in this work. Nedderman et al. (1982) completed a 

comprehensive review on the discharge rates from hoppers. Beverloo et al. (1961) 

performed dimensional analysis and developed the following equation to predict the 

discharge of non-aerated solids through a vertically orientated orifice: 

QsoR=Cpgg°5(Po-WpY5 (5-23) 

where: 

C empirical constant 

k empirical constant 

QSOR solids volumetric flow rate through the orifices, kg/s 

D0 orifice diameter, m 

Dp particle diameter, m 

This correlation has been found to be successful by many subsequent researchers. 

In addition to gravity, flow through the orifices can also occur due to deliberately 

imposed pressure gradients by supplying air to the flowing solids material. Crewdson et 
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al. (1961) modified the Beverloo et al. (1961) correlation to account for the pressure 

gradient: 

QsOR = CPi 
1 dP 

g + 
PB

 D R r=oJ 

0.5 

(D0-kDpY2 (5.24) 

where: 

Pb solids bulk density, kg/m3 

dP 
dr 

pressure gradient at center of orifice, Pa/m 

The relationship between pressure drop and solids flow is justified; however, the 

resulting correlation is not directly useful in practice since it is unlikely that the pressure 

gradient can be measured. A more common approach is to relate the flow to some 

pressure difference (APOR) measured arbitrarily between convenient points across the 

orifice: 

0sOR=C{pbAPORr(Do-kDp)2 (5.25) 

Unfortunately, Equation 5.25 incorrectly predicts that the solids flow tends to zero as the 

pressure drop tends to zero. 

Massimilla et al. (1961) account for the pressure drop across the orifice in a 

similar way. The pressure drop is transmitted through the air flowing through the orifice, 

and subsequently the air drags the solids through the orifice. The orientation of the 

orifices used in the work conducted by Massimilla et al. (1961) is the same to that used in 

this work. 

Based on the Carman-Kozeny correlation, Massimilla et al. (1961) correlated the 

solids and gas flow through the orifice as: 
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QgOR Q*0' 1 + 
2K2r0 j 

where: 

rQ radius of the orifices, m 

QgOR volumetric gas flow through orifice, m3/s 

QsOR volumetric solids flow through orifice, m3/s 

K2 empirical constant, l/m 

(5.26) 

In this work, the orifices are not circular and thus a hydraulic radius will be used 

in place of r0. The hydraulic diameter is calculated as four times the cross-sectional area 

divided by the wetted perimeter. The hydraulic radius is equal to one half the hydraulic 

diameter. The gas and solids flow through the orifice can then be related to the pressure 

drop across the orifice (Massimilla et a l , 1961): 

(5.27) 

where: 

Kj empirical constant 

Again r0 is replaced by hydraulic radius. 

Non-linear regression analysis was performed on the experimental data to 

determine the constants K i and KY K i and K2 were determined to be 6.62 and 2.54 

respectively. Parity plots of the calculated orifice gas flow versus the experimental data 

appear in Figure 5.33 for both Equations 5.26 and 5.27. A relatively good fit was 
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obtained using these correlations. The absolute average deviation between the 

experimental data and Equations 5.26 and 5.27 is 5.2% and 8.4% respectively. 

Figure 5.34 is a parity plot of the calculated pressure drop using the procedure 

below versus the experimental pressure drop. The average absolute deviation in the data 

is 9.6%. 

Using equation 5.26 and the desired mass flow rate, the quantity of gas flowing 

through the orifices can be determined. Then, using Equation 5.27 and the gas flow 

through the orifices and solids mass flow, the pressure drop across the solids feeder can 

be determined. 
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5.3 Scale-Up and Sizing Procedure 

The modeling work completed on the hydrodynamics within the upper standpipe, 

solids feeder, and downer is far from complete. However, the ideas presented in this 

chapter can be applied to the scale up for pilot plants design with a moderate degree of 

confidence. The engineer should be cautious and note that the models sometimes over-

predict the experimental data. 

Using the information presented in this chapter the following steps can be 

completed to determine the pressure profile in the upper standpipe, orifice region, and 

downer. To use the following procedure, the solids mass flow rate throughout the system 

must be known. 

1. Using Figure 4.6 as a guideline, determine the quantity of distributor and downer feed 

air flow rates, which give the desired mass flow rate. This will also depend on the 

solids inventory height in the upper standpipe. 

2. Calculate the quantity of gas flowing through the orifices using Equation 5.26 for the 

given mass flow rate. 

3. Calculate the pressure drop across the orifice using Equation 5.27. 

4. The quantity of gas flowing into the standpipe can then be determined by material 

balance as follows: 

QgUSP =QgDIST ~QgOR (5-28) 

5. Since gas flow in the upper standpipe can occur in both the upwards and downwards 

direction relative to the standpipe wall, a check should be performed to ensure the 

material balance is predicting the correct quantity and direction of gas flow in the 
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upper standpipe. Verify Ogusp calculated with the data presented in Figure 5.35. 

A positive Ogusp means gas is flowing down the upper standpipe. 

6. Using the Ergun equation (Equation 2.3), the pressure drop across the upper standpipe 

can be determined. 

7. Using a pressure balance around the upper standpipe, solids orifices, and downer, the 

pressure drop across the downer is determined: 

A P ^ - A P ^ - A P ^ ^ O (5.29) 

This assumes that back pressures on the upper standpipe and downer are the same. 

8. The quantity of gas flowing into the downer is determined from material balance as 

follows: 

QgDOW = QgFEED + QgOR (5-30) 

9. The pressure at the top of the downer is now set: 

P<>Dow ~ PBKDOW + ^DOW (5-31) 

10. Using the downer model with an assumed initial gas voidage, the pressure profile in 

the downer is now complete. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

The hydrodynamics within a 2.54 cm ID downer reactor were partially studied. 

The gas-solids flow mechanism within the downer reactor offers many advantages over 

the conventional riser circulating fluidized bed in short residence time reactions. The 

distributor design used in this work provides opportunity to attain high solids fluxes into 

the reactor while using the least amount of additional gas flow. The hydrodynamics of 

the downer, upper standpipe, and orifices were explored for distributor air flows ranging 

from 18 to 45 L/min and feed air flow ranging from 10 to 32 L/min with both high and 

low solids inventory in the upper standpipe. The measured parameters within the unit 

were the solids velocity in the upper standpipe, and the pressure profiles in the upper 

standpipe and downer. A preliminary set of hydrodynamics experiments were conducted 

to evaluate the potential application of using the upper standpipe as a regenerator for a 

heavy oil upgrading process. 

A parametric study was completed on the downer to determine the effects of 

solids inventory in the upper standpipe, distributor air flow rate, and feed air flow rate. 

The downer solids fluxes achieved in this work range from 110 to 235 kg/(m2-s) and the 

downer superficial gas velocities ranged from 0.96 to 2.21 m/s. An increase in distributor 

air increased the solids flux into the downer. Conversely, an increase in feed air 

decreased the solids flux into the downer. The same solids flux could be achieved with 

both a high and low solids inventory. 
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The effects of solids inventory, downer, and distributor air flow rates were also 

investigated in the upper standpipe. Under the range of conditions tested, gas flowed in 

both the upwards and downwards direction relative to the standpipe wall. At low 

distributor air flow rates (<27 L/min), gas flowed down relative to the standpipe wall. At 

higher distributor air flow rates (>36 L/min), gas flowed up relative to the standpipe wall. 

The height of solids in the upper standpipe does influence the gas velocities in the upper 

standpipe. An increase in distributor air flow rate increased both the gas and solids 

velocities in the upper standpipe. Conversely an increase in feed air flow rate decreased 

the solids velocity in the upper standpipe; however, it increased the gas velocity in the 

upper standpipe. Although, distributor and feed air flow rates influence both the gas and 

solids flow in the upper standpipe, the solids inventory has the greatest impact on the gas 

bypassing that occurs in the upper standpipe. To verify the gas flow distribution, C 0 2 

was injected with both the distributor and downer feed air streams. The results of the 

tracer tests were consistent with the calculated gas flow distribution. 

Since the upper standpipe has the potential industrial application of being used as 

a regenerator, a set of experiments was conducted to determine the effects of adding air 

through a secondary sparger located in the upper standpipe. These tests were conducted 

at a constant distributor air flow rate of 36 L/min and feed air flow rate of 21 L/min with 

the sparger air flow rates ranging from 0 to 64 L/min. In this work, the effects of the 

sparger air flow rate and solids inventory height were investigated. Again, the solids 

inventory height does influence the flow. Both the solids and gas velocities in the upper 

standpipe increased when sparger air was added to the upper standpipe. Tracer tests were 
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also completed to determine the gas flow distribution in the upper standpipe. It was 

determined that sparger air enters the downer under the range of sparger air flow rates 

tested in this work. This poses operational and safety concerns for industrial applications 

when using the upper standpipe as a regenerator. 

Using well known correlations from the literature, a predictive model for the 

upper standpipe and solids orifices was formulated. Combining continuity and 

momentum balances, a hydrodynamic model was developed for the downer. Empirical 

correlations to account for solids-gas drag and solids-wall friction were combined with 

the continuity and momentum balances to complete the downer model. The downer 

model was verified with data available in the literature. The model was capable of 

qualitatively predicting the pressure profiles and quantitatively predicting the magnitude 

of the solids velocity in the developed region of flow using a modified drag coefficient 

when comparing the model with the work of Zhang et al. (1999, 2000). In the cases 

when the model was compared with the work of Herbert et al. (1998), the model under-

predicted and over-predicted the magnitude of both the pressure profiles as well as 

velocity profiles. The model over-predicted the magnitude of the pressure profiles of this 

work but predicted a pressure increase similar to the experimental data. The downer 

model presented in this work provides a foundation for further downer modeling. 

The modeling completed in this work is far from complete, however the ideas 

presented can be applied to the scale-up of industrial reactors with a moderate degree of 

confidence if the limitations of the model are taken into consideration. 
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6.2 Recommendations 

It is recommended that equipment modifications be made in order to achieve 

more accurate results. Since the upper standpipe gas distribution calculation using the 

Ergun equation plays an important role in the modeling, more accurate methods for 

measuring the pressure should be used. The downer solids hold-up and downer solids 

velocity should also be measured. Future hydrodynamic work should investigate both the 

axial and radial profiles within the downer. 

Modifications to the current L-valve design would also improve operation of the 

unit and possibly achieve higher solids flow rates throughout the system as the current L -

valve design limited the flux in this work. Under the current design the maximum solids 

flow through the L-valve was achieved. A Y-valve might be a more suitable option for 

obtaining higher solids fluxes. Solids would flow more easily into a Y-valve 

configuration rather than having to be pushed laterally into the current L-valve 

configuration. 

A higher solids flux into the downer can be achieved if modifications to the solids 

orifices are completed. If the height of the orifices is enlarged, the solids will "pour" 

more easily into the downer and higher fluxes should result leading to a higher solids 

hold-up within the downer. The increase in solids hold-up will be advantageous for 

thermal cracking reactions. 

The modeling completed on the upper standpipe investigates the gas flow 

distribution in the upper standpipe on a macroscopic level. Further investigation is 

required to completely define the gas flow distribution in the upper standpipe. A more 
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detailed analysis into the gas and solids velocities are required if the upper standpipe is 

used as a regenerator in the thermal upgrading application. 

Future modeling should further investigate the empirical correlations used in this 

work. With a better understanding of how the correlations could be adjusted, some of the 

discrepancies between the model and the data could be reduced. The solids velocity in 

the downer is required for model verification. As well, the solids hold-up could be 

measured to completely define the hydrodynamics within the system. 

In the distributor design used in this work, the solids are entering the downer with 

a horizontal velocity component only. The model formulated is only capable of 

predicting the vertical solids velocity component. Although a one-dimensional model is 

capable of predicting the hydrodynamics within the developed region of flow, a two-

dimensional model is required to accurately predict the solids velocity and acceleration in 

the entrance region of the downer. 

In order to complete the understanding of using a downer as a reactor for a rapid, 

flash coking process, the residence time of a vaporizing droplet must be investigated. 

The effects of the non-isothermal vaporization process must be thoroughly researched to 

determine the effects on the hydrodynamics within the system. 
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APPENDIX A : R O T A M E T E R C A L I B R A T I O N C U R V E S 
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Figure A. 1: Brooks Model 1307 FK Rotameter - LSP Secondary Air 
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Figure A.2: Brooks Model 1307FJ Rotameter - L-valve Air 
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Figure A.3: Omega Model 1501A Rotameter - Distributor Air 
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Figure A.4: Brooks Model 1110 Rotameter - Downer Feed Air 
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Figure A.5: Fischer Model 999A001U56 Rotameter - Sparger Air 
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A P P E N D I X B : SOLED PROPERTIES 

Density 

The solids density was determined with four different trials. The density was 

determined as the average of the three successful trials (Trial 1 was ignored as solids 

were spilled when transferring from the flask to the cylinder). 

Sample Calculation Trial 2 

Flask weight = 9.08 g 

Flask + sand weight = 18.66 g 

Water volume = 3.80 ml 

Water + sand volume = 7.30 ml 

Sand weight = 18.66 g - 9.08 g = 9.58 g 

Volume displaced = 7.30 ml - 3.80 ml = 3.50 ml 

, sand weight 9.58 g . , , , , 3 

density = - = — = 2.737 glml = 2738 kg/m* 
volume displaced 3.50 ml 

Refer to Table B. 1 for the details of all trials. 

Packed Bed Voidage 

The packed bed voidage of the solids was determined with four trials. The 

voidage used in all calculations was determined as the average voidage from the three 

successful trials (Trial 1 was ignored as there was air bubbles in the system). 

Sample Calculation Trial 2 

Bulk sand volume = 2.15 ml 

Water volume added = 5.00 ml 
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Sand + water volume = 6.20 ml 

Absolute sand volume = 6.20 ml - 5.00 ml = 1.20 ml 

, absolute sand volume , 1.20 ml 
porosity = 1 = 1 = 0.44 

bulk sand volume 2.15 ml 

Refer to Table B.2 for the details of all trials. 

Particle Sphericity 

The pressure drop across a bed of solids was measured under various air flow 

rates. At the initial air flow, the bed operated as a packed bed. As the air flow was 

increased, the pressure drop continued to increase. Eventually the air flow was high 

enough such that the bed operated as a bubbling bed. The onset of fluidization was 

noted. At minimum fluidization conditions, the voidage can be determined by the 

following equation: 

f (B.i) 

To solve for <j>s the following equation was used: 

1.75 2 
+ 

150(l - smf) f DpumfPg )_Dlpg(p,- pg )g 
.3 „ 2 .2 

(B.2) 
8*9, V M J f* 

LHS = RHS (B.3) 

Using the Equations B.I and B.2, the average sphericity of the particles was determined 

to be 0.70. To check the calculated (f>s from Equations B.I to B.3, the pressure drop 

across a packed bed was calculated using the Ergun equation. According to the pressure 

drop measured during packed bed mode and using a sphericity of 0.70, the Ergun 
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equation was not predicting the pressure drop accurately. As well, by visual 

inspection, the particles appeared fairly spherical. To better predict the pressure drop 

across a packed bed using the Ergun equation, a sphericity of 0.95 was used. Refer to 

Table B.3 for the results of this work. 

Particle Size Distribution 

The particle size distribution of the proppant was determined by sieve analysis. 

Refer to Table B.4 for the results of these experiments. The particle size was determined 

as an average of the four trials. 



Table B. 1: Particle Density Results 

Original 
Sample 

Trial 1 2 3 4 
flask weight (g) 82.73 9.08 9.08 9.08 

flask+sand 
weight (g) 86.34 18.66 19.21 17.67 

water volume 
(ml) 3.20 3.80 4.90 5.30 

water+sand 
volume (ml) 5.00 7.30 8.70 8.53 

sand weight (g) 3.61 9.58 10.13 8.59 

volume 
displaced (ml) 1.80 3.50 3.80 3.23 
density (g/cm3) 2.00 2.74 2.67 2.66 
density (kg/m3) 2,003 2,738 2,667 2,658 

Average 
Density (kg/m3) 2688 



Table B.2: Packed Bed Voidage Results 

Original Sample 
Trial 1 2 3 4 

bulk sand 
volume (ml) 2.30 2.15 3.05 2.90 

water volume 
(ml) 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

sand+water 
volume (ml) 6.10 6.20 6.80 6.70 

absolute sand 
volume (ml) 1.10 1.20 1.80 1.70 

porosity 0.52 0.44 0.41 0.41 

Average 
Porosity 0.42 



Table B.3: Particle Sphericity Results Trial 1 

Date 05-Apr 
Original Sample 
Proppant Trial 1 
Bed Height 0.32 m 
Vessel Diameter 6 in 0.1524 m Vessel Area 0.0182 m2 
Space between 
pressure 
measurements 4 in 0.1016 m 

Delta P (mmH20) 
Bed Height 
(m) 

Rotamter 
Scale 
Reading 

Pressure on 
Rotameter 
(psi) Comments 

Air Flow 
(L/min) 

Delta P/L 
(Pa/m) Uo (m/sec) 

Ergun 
Check 

1 0.319 0 0 0 96 0 -
15 0.319 50 0 51.30 1,446 0.047 1,471 
21 0.319 70 0 71.82 2,025 0.066 2,088 
35 0.319 90 4 102.02 3,375 0.093 3,024 
47 0.319 110 6 130.61 4,532 0.119 3,943 
60 0.319 130 8 161.36 5,786 0.147 4,965 
81 0.319 150 12 202.32 7,810 0.185 6,382 
99 0.319 170 16 247.59 9,546 0.226 8,023 

114 0.319 180 20 281.52 10,993 0.257 9,304 
123 0.319 190 20 297.16 11,860 0.272 9,909 



Table B.3: Particle Sphericity Results Trial 1 Cont'd 

Delta P (mmH20) 
Bed Height 
(m) 

Rotamter 
Scale 
Reading 

Pressure on 
Rotameter 
(psi) Comments 

Air Flow 
(L/min) 

Delta P/L 
(Pa/m) Uo (m/sec) 

Ergun 
Check 

141 0.320 200 22 
slight air 
bubbles 323.56 13,596 0.296 10,952 

153 0.324 210 27 
bubbling 
started 367.98 14,753 0.336 12,766 

143 0.335 220 30 403.26 13,789 0.368 14,259 
130 0.340 230 34 446.34 12,535 0.408 16,147 

Particle Density 2700 kg/m At minimum fluidization conditions 

Gas Density 1.061 kg/m3 void 0.4428 

g 9.81 m/s2 U 0.3362 m/s 

gc 1 (kgm)/(Ns2) Dp 0.000673 m 
Gas Viscosity 1.82E-05 kg/(ms) 

LHS 17,764 
RHS 25,851 
Sphericity 0.95 

to 

o 



Table B.3: Particle Sphericity Results Trial 2 Cont'd 

Date 05-Apr 
Original Sample 
Proppant Trial 2 
Bed Height 0.32 m 
Vessel Diameter 6 in 0.1524 m Vessel Area 0.0182 m2 
Space between 
pressure 
measurements 4 in 0.1016 m 

Delta P (mmH20) 
Bed Height 
(m) 

Rotamter 
Scale 
Reading 

Pressure on 
Rotameter 
(psi) Comments 

Air Flow 
(L/min) 

Delta P/L 
(Pa/m) Uo (m/sec) 

Ergun 
Check 

1 0.323 0 0 0 96 0 -
13 0.323 50 0 51.30 1,254 0.047 1,471 
23 0.323 70 0 71.82 2,218 0.066 2,088 
33 0.323 90 3 99.60 3,182 0.091 2,948 
45 0.323 110 6 130.61 4,339 0.119 3,943 
60 0.323 130 9 164.85 5,786 0.151 5,083 
76 0.323 150 12 202.32 7,328 0.185 6,382 
97 0.323 170 17 252.16 9,353 0.230 8,193 

107 0.323 180 19 276.68 10,318 0.253 9,119 
120 0.323 190 20 297.16 11,571 0.272 9,909 

t J o 
-U 



Table B.3: Particle Sphericity Results Trial 2 Cont'd 

Delta P (mmH20) 
Bed Height 
(m) 

Rotamter 
Scale 
Reading 

Pressure on 
Rotameter 
(psi) Comments 

Air Flow 
(L/min) 

Delta P/L 
(Pa/m) Uo (m/sec) 

Ergun 
Check 

131 0.325 200 24 
slight air 
bubbles 334.32 12,632 0.305 11,384 

142 0.325 210 28 
bubbling 
started 373.63 13,692 0.341 13,002 

140 0.330 220 30 403.26 13,500 0.368 14,259 
135 0.340 230 35 452.53 13,017 0.413 16,424 

Particle Density 2700 kg/m3 At minimum fluidization conditions 

Gas Density 1.061 kg/m3 void 0.4828 

g 9.81 m/s2 U 0.3414 m/s 

gc 1 (kgm)/(Ns2) Dp 0.000673 m 
Gas Viscosity 1.82E-05 kg/(ms) 

LI IS 13,162 
RHS 25,851 
Sphericity 0.95 

to 

o 



Table B.3: Particle Sphericity Results Trial 3 Cont'd 

Date 05-Apr 
Original Sample 
Proppant Trial 3 
Bed Height 0.32 m 
Vessel Diameter 6 in 0.1524 m Vessel Area 0.0182 m2 
Space between 
pressure 
measurements 4 in 0.1016 m 

Delta P (mmH20) 
Bed Height 
(m) 

Rotamter 
Scale 
Reading 

Pressure on 
Rotameter 
(psi) Comments 

Air Flow 
(L/min) 

Delta P/L 
(Pa/m) 

Uo 
(m/sec) 

Ergun 
Check 

2 0.325 0 0 0 193 0 -
10 0.325 50 0 51.30 964 0.047 1,471 
18 0.325 70 0 71.82 1,736 0.066 2,088 
27 0.325 90 4 102.02 2,603 0.093 3,024 
35 0.325 110 6 130.61 3,375 0.119 3,943 
47 0.325 130 9 164.85 4,532 0.151 5,083 
64 0.325 150 13 206.36 6,171 0.189 6,526 
82 0.325 170 18 256.73 7,907 0.235 8,364 
99 0.325 190 20 297.16 9,546 0.272 9,909 

to o 
ON 



Table B.3: Particle Sphericity Results Trial 3 Cont'd 

Delta P (mmH20) 
Bed Height 
(m) 

Rotamter 
Scale 
Reading 

Pressure on 
Rotameter 
(psi) Comments 

Air Flow 
(L/min) 

Delta P/L 
(Pa/m) 

Uo 
(m/sec) 

Ergun 
Check 

112 0.325 200 25 
air bubbles 
started 339.70 10,800 0.310 11,602 

135 0.327 210 28 373.63 13,017 0.341 13,002 
140 0.332 220 30 403.26 13,500 0.368 14,259 
140 0.34 230 34 446.34 13,500 0.408 16,147 
135 0.35 240 38 491.57 13,017 0.449 18,206 

Particle Density 2700 kg/m3 At minimum fluidization conditions 

Gas Density 1.061 kg/m3 void 0.4901 

g 9.81 m/s2 U 0.3684 m/s 

gc (kgm)/(Ns2) Dp 0.000673 m 
Gas Viscosity 1.82E-05 kg/(ms) 

LHS 13,354 
RHS 25,851 
Sphericity 0.95 

to 

o 



Table B.4: Particle Size Distribution Results 

Original Sample 
Trial 1 Original Sample 572.9 g 

Wt Fraction Weight 
Cumulative Wt Avg Diameter, in Interval, Percentage 

A S T M Sieve Number Opening (mm) Passing (g) Dp (mm) X X/Dp Passing 
50 0.300 0 0.363 0.001 0.002 0% 
40 0.425 0.5 0.513 0.229 0.447 0% 
30 0.600 131.7 0.725 0.732 1.009 23% 
20 0.850 550.8 1.020 0.039 0.038 96% 
16 1.190 572.9 1.190 100% 

Total 572.9 1.4961 

Average Particle 
Diameter 0.668 mm 



Table B.4: Particle Size Distribution Results Cont'd 

Original Sample 
Trial 2 Original Sample 928 8 

A S T M Sieve Number Opening (mm) 
Cumulative Wt 
Passing (g) 

Avg Diameter, 
Dp (mm) 

Wt Fraction 
in Interval, 
X X/Dp 

Weight 
Percentage 
Passing 

50 0.300 0 0.363 0.001 0.002 0% 
40 0.425 0.7 0.513 0.194 0.379 0% 
30 0.600 180.8 0.725 0.756 1.043 20% 
20 0.850 882 1.020 0.049 0.048 95% 
16 1.190 927.1 1.190 100% 

Total 927.1 1.472 

Average Particle 
Diameter 0.679 mm 



Table B.4: Particle Size Distribution Results Cont'd 

Original Sample 
Trial 3 Original Sample 500.7 g 

A S T M Sieve Number Opening (mm) 
Cumulative Wt 
Passing (g) 

Avg Diameter, 
Dp (mm) 

Wt Fraction 
in Interval, 
X X/Dp 

Weight 
Percentage 
Passing 

50 0.300 0 0.363 0.001 0.002 0% 
40 0.425 0.3 0.513 0.164 0.320 0% 
30 0.600 82.4 0.725 0.792 1.093 16% 
20 0.850 479.1 1.020 0.043 0.042 96% 
16 1.190 500.6 1.190 100% 

Total 500.7 1.457 

Average Particle 
Diameter 0.687 mm 



Table B.4: Particle Size Distribution Results Cont'd 

Original Sample 
Trial 4 Original Sample 503.8 g 

A S T M Sieve Number Opening (mm) 
Cumulative Wt 
Passing (g) 

Avg Diameter, 
Dp (mm) 

Wt Fraction 
in Interval, 
X X/Dp 

Weight 
Percentage 
Passing 

50 0.300 0 0.363 0.001 0.003 0% 
40 0.425 0.6 0.513 0.257 0.502 0% 
30 0.600 130.3 0.725 0.713 0.984 26% 
20 0.850 489.7 1.020 0.028 0.027 97% 
16 1.190 503.8 1.190 100% 

Total 503.8 1.517 

Average Particle 
Diameter 0.659 mm 

Average Particle 
Diameter 0.673 mm 
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Constants: 

ADOW^O.00051 m 2 

Apjs=0.002025 m 2 

AUSP=0.0324 m 2 

ps=2700 kg/m 3 

pg=1.82e-5 kg/(m-s) 
<\>s=0.95 
spb=0.42 
Dp=0.000673 m 

Measured Values: 

USP Solids Height=0.965 m 
USP Flux Rod Height=0.10 m 
USP Flux Rod Time=51.88 s 
Manometer Readings 

M l - USP Back Pressure=8 mm H 2 0 
M 2 - U S P = 1 2 m m H 2 0 
M3 - Solids Feeder=25 mm H 2 0 
M4 - Downer API =2 mm H 2 0 
M5 - Downer AP2=1 mm H 2 0 
M6 - Downer AP3=6 mm H 2 0 
M 7 - Downer AP4=6 mm H 2 0 
M8 - Downer Back Pressure=3 mm H 2 0 
M9 - LSP Back Pressure=6 mm H 2 0 

LSP AP = 0.94psi 
LSP Solids Height= 1.705 m 
LSP Flux Rod Height=0.1 m 
LSP Flux Rod Time=47.90 s 
Distributor Air Flow Rate, Q g D i s r ^ J O L/min 
LSP Secondary Air Flow Rate, QgLsP=91.94 L/min 
L-Valve Air Flow Rate,QgLv=:109.21 L/min 
Downer Feed Air Flow Rate, QgFEED=10.61 L/min 
Riser Air Flow Rate, QgRiS=468.53 L/min 

A pressure loop surrounding the USP and downer can be completed using manometer 
pressure readings M l through to M8. 

AP = M\+M2-M3+M4 + M5+M6+M7-M8 =0 
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]T AP = 8 +12 - 2 5 + 2 -1 + 6 + 6 - 3 = 5 mm H 2 O 

Correction factors were applied to the manometer readings to reduce the error. Before 
experiments were conducted, the zero readings on the manometers were recorded. These 
corrections factors were then applied to the manometer readings. The adjusted 
manometer readings are: 

M 1=4.0 mm H 2 0 
M 2=12.5 mm H 2 0 
M 3=24.5 mm H 2 0 
M 4=1.0 mm H 2 0 
M 5=0 mm H 2 0 
M 6=5.0 mm H 2 0 
M 7=5.5 mm H 2 0 
M 8=2.0 mm H 2 0 
M 9=3.5 mm H 2 0 

£ A P =4 +12.5-24.5 + 1 + 0 + 5 + 5.5-2 = \.5mmH20 

The pressure balance loop was closed to within 1.5 mm H 2 0 after the correction factors 
were applied. 

rnsVSP =P,U,usp(\-spb)Ausp = 2 7 0 0 ^ - x ^ - ^ - x ( l - 0 . 4 2 ) x 0.0324m2 = 0 . 0 9 7 9 ^ 
m 51.885 5 

=PsUsLSP(l-spb)ALSP = 2 7 0 0 ^ x i ^ - x (1-0.42) x 0.0324m2 = 0 . 1 0 5 9 ^ 
m 47.905 5 

The average mass flow of solids through the system is calculated as the average between 
the upper and lower standpipe. 

n ™™ kg . n ,nrnkg 



A P „ = 6894.757^- = 6 8 9 4 . 7 8 7 ^ = 3 8 0 1 . 2 3 ^ 
LSPH psi 1.705/w psi m 
Ml lwitf-O lPa 

A P = x

 2 x-
ra/> C/SPff 2 5 AmmH20 0.00401B6inH 20 

ll.Smm UnH20 IPa P a 
A*USP = X 2 X = 126.90 — 

0.965/n 25 AmmH20 0.0040186inH 20 m 

Upper standpipe Calculations: 

Ergun Equation 
A P \5o(\-epb)2ng(us-Us) \.li\-epb)pg(Ug-Us)\Ug-Us 

L KMsDpf epb<f>sDp 

Solve equation for Ug: 

Ug = -0.0080 m/s 

A negative <7g indicates downward flow of gas relative to the standpipe wall. 

UOUSP = Ugusp x£

Pb = 0.0080 — x 0.42 = 0.0034 — 
5 S 

QXUSP = UOUSP X AUSP x 6 0 — x 1 0 0 0 — = 0.0034— x 0.0324/w2 x 60 — x 1000^-
min min s min m 

OgUSP=6.52-±-
mm 

Downer: 

If Ugusp>0 then 

QgDOW ~ ^QgDlST + QgFEED )+
 ĵ gC/SP | 

If Ugusp<0 then 
QgDow =(QSDIST +QgFEED)-\QgusP | = 3 5 . 7 0 — +10.61—-6.53 — = 3 9 . 7 8 — 

1 nun mm mm mm 

/ l D c W 60min 1000Z 0.00051m2 60s 1000Z 5 
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The average pressure in Calgary was taken to be 90500 Pa. 

DowPl = 90500P* + ( M l + A/2 - A / 3 ) x 2 ^ £ . x 248 W a 
25.4mm UnH20 

DowPl = 90500 + (4.0 +12.5 - 24.5)mmH20 x l i n H * ° x

 2 4 8 8 4 P a = 90421.63Pa 
25.4mm UnH20 

n o r , n , 1 , ^ l /n# 2 0 248.84Pa 
DowP2 - DowPo + (A/4) x x 

25.4mm \inH20 
DowP2 = 90421.63Pa + XmmHJD x 2 ^ 2 ^ . x

 2 4 8 8 4 P a = 90431.43Pa 
25.4mm \inH20 

r, no r, n 1 / n lw//2<9 248.84Ptf 
DowP3 = DowPo + (A/4+A/5) x 2— x 

25.47M/W l / / i ff 2 0 
DowP3 = 90421.63Pa + (l + 0)mmH2O x x 2 4 8 8 4 P c r

 = 90431.43P a 
v ' 2 25.4mm \inH20 

o r. D <*AA W<N W«^ 2 0 248.84Pa DowP4 = DowPo + (A/4 + A/5 + A/6) x 2-— x 
25.4mm \mH20 

DowP4 = 90421 63Pa + (l .0 + 0 + 5 . o W O x 2 ^ l £ . x

 2 4 8 8 4 P f l r = 90480.41Pa 
v 25.4/ww \inH20 

DowP5 = DowPo + (A/4 + A/5 + A/6+A/7) x l m ^ 2 x 2 4 8 8 4 P a 

25.4/Mm l/nffjO 

DowP5 = 90421.63Pa + (l.O + 0 + 5.0 + 5.5)mmH20 x x 2 4 8 - 8 4 f a = 90534.29Pa 
25.4/ww l w / f 2 0 
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Since the primary focus of this work is to determine the presence of CO2 in air, 

the separation of air into its respective components (O2 and N 2 ) is not required. Since the 

Plot Q is used to separate CO2 and heavier hydrocarbons, a valve sequence was used set 

up to ensure CO2 would not enter the Plot M S . 

Normally Valves #1 and #2 are in the OFF position. Figure D . l illustrates the 

column connections with both valves in the OFF position. When the valve is switched 

clockwise it is in the ON position as shown in Figure D.2. Initially, Valve #1 is switched 

to the ON position and flow progresses through the Plot Q where the CO2 is trapped. The 

air ( 0 2 and N 2 ) pass through the Plot Q and into the Plot M S and then to the TCD 

detector. After 0.75 min, Valve #1 is returned to the OFF position and the gases trapped 

on the Plot Q now flow to the TCD detector. 

A sample chromatograph is shown in Figure D.3. 
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Figure D. 1: GC Column Connection Sequence as Both Valves in Off Position 
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Valve 1 (On) Valve 2 (Off) 

Figure D.2: GC Column Connection Sequence Valve 1 On, Valve 2 Off 
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CALCULATIONS 

The following code is used to calculate the hydrodynamic parameters in the upper 

standpipe, solids feeder and downer as outlined in Section 4.1 and Appendix C. 

Const n = 35 

Function model(USPH As Double, U S P M As Double, L S P H As Double, L S P M As 
Double, LSPDP As Double, PI As Double, P2 As Double, P3 As Double, P4 As Double, 
P5 As Double, P6 As Double, P7 As Double, P8 As Double, P9 As Double, dist As 
Double, sparg As Double, lvalve As Double, feed As Double, riser As Double, USPUs 
As Double, USPUg As Double) 

Dim avgm As Double 
Dim DowGs As Double 
Dim Dow Ax As Double 
Dim RisGs As Double 
Dim RisAx As Double 
Dim USPGs As Double 
Dim USP Ax As Double 
Dim yout(n) As Double 

Dim rhos As Double 
Dim rhog As Double 
Dim vis As Double 
Dim spe As Double 
Dim epb As Double 
Dim Dp As Double 
Dim USPDP As Double 
Dim DowUo As Double 
Dim USPUo As Double 
Dim USPQg As Double 
Dim DowQg As Double 
Dim DowDPl As Double 
Dim DowDP2 As Double 
Dim DowDP3 As Double 
Dim DowDP4 As Double 
Dim DowPo As Double 

'Avg mass flow rate kg/s 
'Avg Downer flux kg/m2s 
'Downer area m2 
'Avg riser flux kg/m2s 
Riser area m2 
'Standpipe flux kg/m2s 
'Standpipe area m2 
'Vector containing calculated hydrodynamic 
variables 
'Solids density kg/m3 
'Gas density kg/m3 
'Gas viscosity Ns/m2 
'Sphericity of particles 
Packed bed gas voidage 

'Particle diameter m 
'USP Pressure gradient Pa/m 
'Downer Superficial Gas Velocity m/s 
'USP Superficial gas velocity m/s 
'USP volumetric gas flow L/min 
'Downer volumetric gas flow L/min 
'Downer Axial pressure profile, 1 Pa/m 
'Downer Axial pressure profile, 2 Pa/m 
'Downer Axial pressure profile, 3 Pa/m 
'Downer Axial pressure profile, 4 Pa/m 
'Downer initial pressure Pa 
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Dim DowP 1 As Double 
Dim DowP2 As Double 
Dim DowP3 As Double 
Dim DowP4 As Double 
Dim DistDP As Double 
Dim USPUr As Double 
Dim OrificeQg As Double 
Dim DistUSP As Double 

Dim DistcheckQg As Double 
Dim DistUSPffac As Double 
Dim Pcheck As Double 

Dow Ax = 0.00051 
RisAx = 0.002025 
USPAx = 0.0324 
rhos = 2700 
rhog =1.061 
vis = 0.0000182 
spe = 0.95 
epb = 0.42 
Dp = 0.000673 

'Manometer Correction Factors 
'Pl=-4, P2=0.5, P3=0.5, P4=-l, P5=l, P6=-l, P7=-0.5, P8=1.0, P9=2.5 
PI =P1 +4 
P2 = P2-0 .5 
P3 = P3 -0.5 
P4 = P4 + 1 
P5 = P5 - 1 
P6 = P6 + 1 
P7 = P7 + 0.5 
P8 = P8 - 1 
P9 = P9-2 .5 
Pcheck = -PI - P2 - P3 - P4 - P5 - P6 - P7 - P8 

avgm = (USPM + LSPM) / 2 
DowGs = avgm / Dow Ax 
RisGs = avgm / RisAx 
USPGs = avgm / USPAx 

'LSP pressure gradient Pa/m 
LSPDP = (LSPDP / LSPH) * 6894.757 
USPDP = -P2 / 25.4 / 0.0040186 / USPH 

'Pressure at position 1 of downer Pa 
'Pressure at position 2 of downer Pa 
'Pressure at position 3 of downer Pa 
'Pressure at position 4 of downer Pa 
'Orifice pressure drop Pa 
USP relative velocity m/s 
'Volumetric air flow through orifices L/min 
'Volumetric air flow USP due to gas bypassing from 
dist L/min 
'Volumetric air flow, dist check L/min 
'% Dist gas bypassing through USP 
'Manometer error check 



'Downer pressure gradient Pa/m 
DowDP = (P4 + P5 + P6 + P7) / 25.4 / 0.0040186 / (1.8288) 
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*USP 
USPUo = USPUg * epb 
USPQg = (USPUo * USPAx) * 60 * 1000 
USPUr = USPUg - USPUs 

'Downer 
If USPUg > 0 Then 

DowQg = (dist + feed) + Abs(USPQg) 
Else 

DowQg = (dist + feed) - Abs(USPQg) 
End If 

DowUo = (DowQg / 60 / 1000) / DowAx 

'Orifice Region 
If USPUg > 0 Then 

DistUSP = 0 
OrificeQg = DowQg - feed 
DistcheckQg = OrificeQg - USPQg 

Else 
OrificeQg = DowQg - feed 
DistUSP = dist - OrificeQg 
DistcheckQg = OrificeQg + DistUSP 

End If 

DistUSPfrac = DistUSP / dist 

'Average Patm in Calgary 90500 Pa 
DowPo = 90500 + (((-PI) - P2 - P3) / 25.4) * 248.84 
DowPl = DowPo + ((-P4) / 25.4) * 248.84 
DowP2 = DowPo + (((-P4) - P5) / 25.4) * 248.84 
DowP3 = DowPo + (((-P4) - P5 - P6) / 25.4) * 248.84 
DowP4 = DowPo + (((-P4) - P5 - P6 - P7) / 25.4) * 248.84 
DowDPl = ((DowPl - DowPo) / 17.5) * 12 / 0.3048 
DowDP2 = ((DowP2 - DowP2) / 17.5) * 12 / 0.3048 
DowDP3 = ((DowP3 - DowP2) / 17.5) * 12 / 0.3048 
DowDP4 = ((DowP4 - DowP3) / 17.5) * 12 / 0.3048 

DistDP = (P3 / 25.4) * 248.84 

'Output values 
yout(0) = PI 
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yout(l) = P2 
yout(2) = P3 
yout(3) = P4 
yout(4) = P5 
yout(5) = P6 
yout(6) = P7 
yout(7) = P8 
yout(8) = P9 
yout(9) = Pcheck 
yout(10) = DowGs 
yout(ll) = RisGs 
yout(12) = USPGs 
yout(13) = (USPQg) 
yout(14) = USPUo 
yout(15) = (DowQg) 
yout(16) = (DowUo) 
yout(17) = (-P4 - P5 - P6 - P7) / 25.4 / 0.0040186 
yout(18) = DowDPl 
yout(19) = DowDP2 
yout(20) = DowDP3 
yout(21) = DowDP4 
yout(22) = LSPDP 
yout(23) = LSPDP * L S P H 
yout(24) = USPDP * U S P H 
yout(25) = DowPo 
yout(26) = DowPl 
yout(27) = DowP2 
yout(28) = DowP3 
yout(29) = DowP4 
yout(30) = DistDP 
yout(31) = USPUr 
yout(32) = OrificeQg 
yout(33) = DistUSP 
yout(34) = DistcheckQg 
yout(35) = DistUSPfrac 

model = yout 

End Function 
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A P P E N D I X F: FEED T R A C E R TEST R E S U L T S 

Table F. 1: Gas Sampling Locations for Downer Feed Air Tracer Tests 

Sample Point Name Sample Location Sample Method 

Rod 0.62 m above bottom of 

upper standpipe 

rod 

P3 Above bed of solids in 

upper standpipe 

fitting at wall 

P2 0.43 m above P3 fitting at wall 

Downer 0.12 m below solids entry 

point 

fitting at wall 

LSP 0.46 m above bottom of 

lower standpipe 

fitting at wall 
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Table F.2: CO2 in Downer Feed Air Tracer Tests Run #F1 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

10 Rod 0.00 

10 Downer 10.02 

10 P3 0 

19 Rod 0.01 

28 Rod 0.00 

28 P3 0.05 

37 Rod 0.00 

37 P3 0.05 

48 Rod 0.00 

48 Downer 10.23 

52 LSP 0.10 

66 Rod 0.00 

66 P3 0.05 

66 Downer 9.95 

72 LSP 0.00 

77 Rod 0.08 
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Table F.3: CO2 in Downer Feed Air Tracer Tests Run #F2 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

30 Rod 0.08 

30 Downer 12.14 

30 P3 1.02 

45 P3 0.23 

45 Rod 0.07 

50 LSP 0.00 

55 Rod 0.05 

55 P2 0.00 

60 Rod 0.00 

73 Rod 0.00 

73 P3 0.00 

73 P2 0.00 

83 Rod 0.00 

83 P3 0.00 
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Table F.4: CO2 in Downer Feed Air Tracer Tests Run #F3 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

9 Rod 0.00 

9 P3 0.00 

9 Downer 5.78 

22 Rod 0.06 

22 P3 0.00 

22 Downer 5.98 

38 Rod 0.04 

38 P3 0.00 

51 LSP 0.00 

58 Rod 0.00 

58 P3 0.00 

58 Downer 4.99 

75 Rod 0.00 

75 P3 0.00 

92 Rod 0.00 

92 Downer 5.67 
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A P P E N D I X G : DISTRIBUTOR T R A C E R TEST R E S U L T S 

Table G. 1: Gas Sampling Locations for Distributor Air Tracer Tests 

Sample Point Name Sample Location Sample Method 

Rod 0.62 m above bottom of 

upper standpipe 

rod 

Downer 0.12 m below solids entry 

point 

fitting at wall 

Table G.2: C 0 2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D1 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 4.26 

5 Downer 8.49 

17 Rod 15.94 

17 Downer 10.69 

25 Rod 17.81 

25 Downer 9.78 
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Table G.3: CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D2 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

6 Rod 2.10 

6 Downer 7.39 

16 Rod 24.29 

16 Downer 11.30 

26 Rod 25.39 

26 Downer 9.93 

Table G.4: CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D3 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 0.00 

5 Downer 12.40 

10 Rod 0.02 

10 Downer 11.53 
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Table G.5: CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D4 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 0.00 

5 Downer 15.24 

10 Rod 0.00 

18 Rod 0.04 

18 Downer 16.27 

Table G.6: CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D5 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 5.87 

5 Downer 14.76 

Table G.7: CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D6 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 3.89 

5 Downer 12.82 

10 Rod 24.78 

10 Downer 12.36 
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Table G.8: CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D7 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 26.86 

5 Downer 13.75 

Table G.9: C 0 2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #D8 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 23.61 

5 Downer 18.60 

13 Rod 26.46 

13 Downer 14.69 
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A P P E N D I X H : S P A R G E R T R A C E R TEST R E S U L T S 

Table H. 1: Gas Sampling Locations for Sparger Air Tracer Tests 

Sample Point Name Sample Location Sample Method 

Rod 0.62 m above bottom of 

upper standpipe 

rod 

Downer 0.12 m below solids entry 

point 

fitting at wall 

Table H.2: CO2 in Sparger Air Tracer Tests Run #S1 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

6 Rod 0.04 

6 Downer 9.78 

15 Rod 0.12 

15 Downer 10.75 
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Table H.3: CO2 in Sparger Air Tracer Tests Run #S2 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 20.29 

5 Downer 7.91 

15 Rod 17.60 

15 Downer 5.53 

23 Rod 18.90 

23 Downer 6.69 

Table H.4: CO2 in Distributor Air Tracer Tests Run #S3 

Sampling Time (min) Sampling Point % C 0 2 Detected 

5 Rod 11.24 

5 Downer 4.98 

10 Rod 10.83 

10 Downer 4.35 
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A P P E N D I X I: E X C E L M A C R O C O D E F O R D O W N E R M O D E L 

This code is used to solve the system of equations for the downer hydrodynamic 

parameters as outlined in Section 5.2. Two equations relating axial pressure (P) and axial 

solids velocity (US) are integrated simultaneously. 

' Set n equal to the number of equations to be integrated. 

Const n = 2 
Dim Ug As Double 
Dim mg As Double 
Dim ms As Double 
Dim tg As Double 
Dim ts As Double 
Dim e As Double 
Dim dpdz As Double 
Dim Cd As Double 
Dim termFgg As Double 
Dim termFgs As Double 
Dim termFb As Double 
Dim termFd As Double 

Dim termtg As Double 
Dim termts As Double 

Const Gs = 123 
Const rhos = 2700 

'Gas velocity, m/s 
'Gas mass flow rate, kg/s 
'Solids mass flow rate, kg/s 
'Gas-to-wall shear stress, Pa 
'Solids-to-wall shear stress, Pa 
'Gas voidage in downer 
'Pressure gradient, Pa/m 
'Gas to solids drag coefficient 
'Pressure contribution term due to gas gravity 
'Pressure contribution term due to solids gravity 
'Pressure contribution term due to buoyancy 
'Pressure contribution term due to gas to solids 

drag 
'Pressure contribution term due to gas-to-wall drag 
'Pressure contribution term due to solids-to-wall 

drag 

'Downer Solids flux, kg/m2s 
'Solids Density, kg/m3 

' User supplied routine for evaluating derivatives. 
Function Derivs(z As Double, x As Variant) As Variant 

'z Axial position 
'x Vector containing the downer axial solids velocity 

and pressure 

Dim dxdz(n) As Double 

Dim g As Double 

'Vector containing hydrodynamic parameters of the 
downer 
'Gravity m/s2 
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Dim D As Double 
Dim Ax As Double 
Dim fricg As Double 
Dim fries As Double 
Dim Ret As Double 
Dim Rep As Double 
Dim Dp As Double 
Dim vis As Double 
Dim Ut As Double 
Dim Uo As Double 
Dim rhog As Double 
Dim Reg As Double 
Dim Fgs As Double 
Dim Fgg As Double 
Dim Fb As Double 
Dim Fd As Double 
Dim Ad As Double 
Dim mp As Double 
Dim mgas As Double 
Dim kappa As Double 
Dim pi As Double 
Dim const 1 As Double 
Dim const2 As Double 
Dim Utt As Double 
Dim fricsnew As Double 
Dim delffics As Double 
Dim counter As Integer 

'Downer diameter, m 
'Cross-sectional area, m2 
'Gas friction factor 
'Solids friction factor 
'Reynolds Number Terminal Velocity 
'Reynolds Number Particle 
'Particle Diameter, m 
'Gas viscosity, kg/ms 
'Particle terminal velocity, m/s 
Downer Superficial gas velocity, m/s 
'Gas density, kg/m3 
'Reynolds number gas 
'Solid pressure head force, N 
'Gas pressure head force, N 
'Buoyancy force, N 
'Drag force, N 
'Projected area of particles in control volume, m2 
'Mass of particles in control volume, kg 
'Mass of gas in control volume, kg 
'variable 

'Constant in pressure contribution calculation 
'Constant in pressure contribution calculation 
'Modified terminal velocity, m/s 
"New friction factor 
'Change in friction factor 
'Friction loop counter 

g = 9.81 
D = 0.0254 
pi = 3.14159265 
Ax = p i * D A 2 / 4 
Dp = 0.000673 
vis = 0.0000182 
U o = 1.3 

rhog= 1.061 
e = 1 - (Gs/(rhos*x(l) ) ) 
Ug = Uo / e 
Rep = Dp * (Ug - x(l)) * rhog / vis 
Rep = Abs(Rep) 
Reg = D * Ug * rhog / vis 

If Rep < 1 Then 
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Cds = 24 / Rep 

Elself (Rep > 1 And Rep < 1000) Then 
Cds = 18.5 /Rep A 0.6 

Else 
Cds = 0.44 

End If 

Cd = Cds * e A (40) 

Ut = ((4 * Dp * g * (rhos - rhog)) / (3 * rhog * Cd)) A 0.5 

Ret = Dp * Ut * rhog / vis 

IfReg<2100 Then 
fricg = 16 / Reg 

Else 
fricg = 0.0791 / Reg A (0.25) 

End If 

fries = ((1 - e) / e A 3) * (0.041 / 4) * ((1 - e) * Ret / Rep) A -1.021 'Yang, 1978 
'fricg = 0 
'fries = 0 
counter = 0 

Do 
Utt = ((g - fries * x(l) A 2 / (2 * D)) * (4 * Dp * (rhos - rhog)) / (3 * rhog * Cd)) A 

0.5 
Ret = Dp * Utt * rhog / vis 
fricsnew = ((1 - e) / e A 3) * (0.041 / 4) * ((1 - e) * Ret / Rep) A -1.021 Yang, 1978 
delffics = Abs((fricsnew - fries) / fries) 
fries - fricsnew 
counter = counter + 1 

Loop Until delfrics < 0.001 

tg = 0.5 * rhog * Ug A 2 * fricg 
ts = 0.5 * rhos * x(l) A 2 * fries 

Ad = (3 12) * Ax * (1 - e ) / D p 

'Mass of gas and solid in control volume 
mp = rhos * Ax * (1 - e) 
mgas = rhog * Ax * e 

'Forces 
Fd = 0.5 * rhog * Abs(Ug - x(l)) * (Ug - x(l)) * Cd 
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Fgs = rhos * g 
Fb = rhog * g 
Fgg = rhog * g 

'Mass flux of gas and solid 
mg = rhog * Ug * e * Ax 
ms = rhos * x(l) * (1 - e) * Ax 

kappa = ((Fgs * (1 - e) * Ax) / (mp * x(l))) - ((ts * pi * D * (1 - e)) / (mp * x(l))) - ((Fb 
* (1 - e) * Ax) / (mp * x(l))) + ((Fd * Ad) / (mp * x(l))) 

'Pressure Contribution Terms 
'const 1 - mgas * Ug / Ax 
'const2 = Ug * (1 - e ) / ( e*x( l ) ) 
'termFgg = const 1 * Fgg * e * Ax / (mgas * Ug) 
'termFgs = const 1 * const2 * Fgs * (1 - e) * Ax / (mp * x(l)) 
'termFb = -constl * const2 * Fb * (1 - e) * Ax / (mp * x(l)) 
'termFd = -constl * Fd * Ad / (mgas * Ug) + constl * const2 * Fd * Ad / (mp * x(l)) 
'termtg = -constl * tg * pi * D / (mgas * Ug) 
'termts = -constl * const2 * ts * pi * D * (1 - e) / (mp * x(l)) 
termFgg = rhog * g * e * Ax 
termFgs = rhos * g * (1 - e) * Ax 
termFb = rhog * g * (1 - e) * Ax 
termFd = 0.5 * rhog * Abs(Ug - x(l)) * (Ug - x(l)) * Cd * Ad 
termtg = 0.5 * rhog * Ug A 2 * fficg * pi * D 
termts = 0.5 * rhos * x(l) A 2 * fries * pi * D * (1 - e) 

'Solid Velocity, Us, Equation 5.12 
dxdz(l) = ((Fgs * (1 - e) * Ax) / (mp * x(l))) - ((ts * pi * D * (1 - e)) / (mp * x(l))) -

((Fb * (1 - e) * Ax) / (mp * x(l))) + ((Fd * Ad) / (mp * x(l))) 
'Pressure, P, Equation, 5.21 
dxdz(2) = ((mgas * Ug) / (Ax)) * (((Fgg * e * Ax) / (mgas * Ug)) - ((tg * pi * D) / 

(mgas * Ug)) - ((Fd * Ad) / (mgas * Ug)) + ((Ug * (1 - e) * kappa) / (e * x(l)))) 
dpdz = dxdz(2) 
Derivs = dxdz 

End Function 

Function rk41(y As Variant, x As Double, h As Double, nsteps As Integer) As Variant 
' Given values for n variables y(l..n) at x, use the fourth order 
' Runge-Kutta method to advance the solution over an interval h in a 
' number of steps given by nsteps and return the incremented values. 
' The user supplies the routine Derivs(x,y) which returns the derivatives 
' dydx at x. From the book "Numerical Recipes in C" by Press et al. 
' Adapted for Excel by B. Milne. 

Dim yout(n + 13) As Double, yt(n) As Double, yn(n) As Double 



Dim dydx As Variant, dyt As Variant, dym As Variant 
Dim hf As Double, hh As Double, h6 As Double 
Dim xh As Double, xn As Double 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer 

hf=h/nsteps 
hh = h / 2 / nsteps 
h6 = h / 6 / nsteps 
xn = x 
For i = 1 To n 

yn(i) = y(i) 
Next i 
For j = 1 To nsteps 

xh = xn + hh 
dydx = Derivs(xn, yn) 
For i = 1 To n 

yt(i) = yn(i) + hh * dydx(i) 
Next i 
dyt = Derivs(xh, yt) 
For i = 1 To n 

yt(i) = yn(i) + hh * dyt(i) 
Next i 
dym = Derivs(xh, yt) 
For i = 1 To n 

yt(i) = yn(i) + hf*dym(i) 
dym(i) = dym(i) + dyt(i) 

Next i 
dyt = Derivs(xn + hf, yt) 
For i = 1 To n 

yn(i) = yn(i) + h6 * (dydx(i) + dyt(i) + 2 * dym(i)) 
Next i 
xn = xn + hf 

Next j 

For i = 1 To n 
yout(i - 1) = yn(i) 

Next i 
yout(n) = Ug 
yout(n + 1) = e 
yout(n + 2) = mg 
yout(n + 3) = ms 
yout(n + 4) = ts 
yout(n + 5) = tg 
yout(n + 6) = dpdz 
yout(n + 7) = Cd 



yout(n + 8) = termFgg 
yout(n + 9) = termFgs 
yout(n + 10) = termFb 
yout(n +11) = termFd 
yout(n + 12) = termtg 
yout(n + 13) = termts 

rk41 = yout 
End Function 




